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Background and Target Consultees
The Town Council established a Neighbourhood Plan Working Group in 2012 to guide the research and production
of a Neighbourhood Plan (NP) for Horsforth. The Horsforth Neighbourhood Plan Area was designated in February
2013. Essentially this follows the boundary of Horsforth, with some exceptions to the east of the area. The
designated area contains the population and households described below.
Residents - Horsforth is a settlement with a distinct LS18 postcode, with a population of 21,506, according to the
2011 Census, and with approximately 9,000 households. Population has declined slightly since the 2001 Census
(population 21,573 - Source: Leeds City Council). It is expected that Horsforth’s population is growing because of
new-build housing e.g. on the former Clariant (Horsforth Vale), Riverside and Low Mills sites. New homes are
included in the household figure above.
Businesses - There are some 2,100 businesses on Leeds City Council’s business council tax records, with
approximately 1,200 being unique as apparently individual businesses e.g. as differentiated from say, holding or
shell companies. Many of the 900-other holding or shell companies are registered at few addresses (with
accountants or legal firms). A business target number of 1,210 was therefore adopted after mining the council tax
records for unique business addresses.
Students – Leeds Trinity University has approximately 3,500 students. About 80% of these live outside the
University Campus. Not all live in Horsforth, with a spread of students worldwide, using distance learning methods
via the internet. Those students on campus have not been targeted as consultees specifically, due to the transitory
nature of university attendance. Those students in Horsforth off-campus housing will have fallen into the resident
category above and so will have been included in the resident consultations.
Community Groups – Horsforth Town Council’s Community List (an internet reference source on the Town Council
website) has about 300 entries, with the organisations offering a very wide range of community activities or
services. Key organisations are represented by active community members who are mostly also Horsforth residents.
Therefore, most the leaders of these community groups will have been consulted via the resident category.
Other local Neighbourhood Plan Groups – Horsforth Neighbourhood Plan (NP) Working Group has kept in touch
with two other NP groups, both to the west of the Horsforth area. These are Rawdon Parish Council and
Aireborough Neighbourhood Development Forum (A.N.D.F.). Other Neighbourhood Plan groups are included in the
consultation list below.
Leeds City Council – The City Council has been kept in touch through summaries of progress and request for
informal comment on the Vision, Objectives and Policy Proposals consultation. Feedback from this has been taken
into account in respect of the exclusion of some NP polices already within the scope of Leeds’s Core Strategy. The
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City Council will be a key consultee in the Pre-Submission Draft NP for Horsforth. It is expected that the City Council
will also seek wider comment from organisations such as countryside agencies, Historic England, English Nature,
and The Environment Agency. See list below.
Other consultees – Statutory consultation letters have been sent out to the following organisations on 15th and 16th
February 2018 and in the Regulation 14 consultation of October 2018: The Coal Authority (response in Appendix 8)
Homes and Communities Agency
Natural England (Response in Appendix 8)
Environment Agency
Historic England (response in Appendix 8)
Network Rail
Highways England Agency
Marine Management Organisation
Hutchinson 3G UK Ltd
Airwave
O2
Orange (EE and T-Mobile)
Vodaphone
British Sky Broadcasting Ltd
BT plc
Virgin Media
NHS Property Services Ltd
Northern Powergrid
Northern Gas Networks
Yorkshire Water.
There were no responses from the majority of consultees. Three organisations did respond, and their responses are
reproduced in Appendix 8
Additionally, consultation letters were sent to: Stuart Andrew MP
Three Horsforth Ward City Councillors (in position up to May 2018, and those after May 2018)
Leeds City Council, Ian MacKay, Forward Planning,
Rawdon Parish Council
Aireborough Neighbourhood Development Forum
Kirkstall Neighbourhood Forum
Horsforth Civic Society (see submission response in Appendix 7)
Rawdon Greenbelt Action Group
Rawdon Cragg Wood Residents Group
Cragg Hill and Woodside Residents Group
Newlay Conservation Society
Leeds Trinity University
Rambler Association West Riding
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The Diocese of Leeds in the Church of England
National Farmers Union
Country Landowners Association
Disability Action Yorkshire
West Yorkshire Combined Authority / METRO
First Bus
Tiger Bus
Leeds Clinical Commissioning Group
West Yorkshire Ecological Service
Police
Sustrans.
Ian MacKay of Leeds City Council responded with comments to improve the draft NP text. These have been
incorporated in it. There were no other responses from these consultees.
Specific policies (GE3, BE1 and TT2) related sites have also been consulted directly with building/land owners: Leeds City Council (LCC) Asset Management
LCC Parks and Countryside
LCC Housing
LCC Highways
St. Margaret’s Parish, Horsforth
Emmanuel Baptist Church
Crabtree Chadwick Solicitors
The Black Bull Inn
Maverick’s 80’s Lounge / Greene King
Private individuals in relations to policies GE3 and BE1
Responses from these were as follows: Leeds City Council (all departments) It is imperative that Leeds City Council’s, Parks and Countryside service are consulted with before any
works are undertaken on land or buildings vested with ourselves. As stated the majority of LCC land has
a designation as part of the UDP which will affect how the land can or cannot be developed.
Parks and Countryside also manage the grounds maintenance contract in Leeds, with works undertaken
by an external contractor. This work includes the cutting of grass plots within housing areas and highway
verges along with the pruning and weeding of planted areas such as shrub and rose beds. Therefore P&C
must also be consulted with if any works are planned that may affect these operations.
There were no other comments from those others consulted.

Presentations and updates have also been provided to: Horsforth Civic Society – committee and members at Public Meetings
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Newlay Conservation Society – at open meetings
Leeds Civic Trust – affiliates and planning committee meetings
Horsforth Forum 2000 – public meeting
Cragg Hill and Woodside Residents Group – committee meeting and AGM
Pannel Parish Council Neighbourhood Working Group
Adel Neighbourhood Plan Working group
During August 2018, a representation was received from Westway Residents Group, requesting consideration of a
character area within the northern part of West End Lane, Southway and part of Lee Lane West. This has led to the
inclusion of a policy (BE3) in the plan.
Consultation Methods - Consultation is a significant undertaking within Horsforth, which the Town Council has
primarily carried out using delivered leaflets, mailings and questionnaires, with Town Council website-based
information also available in support. The size and cost of circulation of key documents e.g. the Vision, Objectives
and Policy Intentions Document, has not allowed these to be reproduced for all 9,000 households. However, all
documents have been available on the Town Council’s website and hard copies have been available to individuals
who have requested them, or hardcopies available from Horsforth Library or the Town Council Offices. Notifications
via email and social media (Facebook) have also been made to prompt response to the household-delivered
information. A specific business mailing was carried out using the postal system.

Consultation Time Frame and Main Preparation Actions
Date

Description

Target / Response

Actions

Spring 2013

Issues and Options
Questionnaire

9,000 households

Nine topics of interest
emerged. Outcome: a
topic analysis matrix.

1,234 responses
See response summary
appendix 1B.

June 2014

Topic Related
Questionnaire residential

9,000 households
950 responses
See response summary
appendices 2B and 2D.

July 2014

Topic Related
Questionnaire – business

1,210 businesses
104 responses

Matrix topics combined
and reduced to 6 topics.
Matrix expanded (see
appendix 2C.

Business comments
added to matrix.

See response summary
appendix 3B.
July 2014

Additional Business
Questionnaire

1,210 businesses
104 responses

Business comments
added to matrix.
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See response summary
appendix 3B.
January 2015

Additional Horsforth Site
Allocations Questionnaire

9,000 households
1,018 responses

Further matrix
development. Strong
response re greenspace.

See response summary
appendix 4B.
Late 2015

Preparation of Vision and
Objectives Statements.
Drafting of basic policy
intentions from matrices
and response summaries

Prepare single Vision,
Objectives and Policy
Intentions Document for
consultation.

Consult with local
community groups re
Conservation Area
reviews – none of which
were required.

January 2016

Draft Vision, Objectives
and Policy Intentions
Document Questionnaire

9,000 households

Drafting of actual policies.
Finalisation of Vision and
Objectives statements.

200 responses
See response summary
appendix 5B.

July 2016

Draft Vision, Objectives
and Policy Intentions
Document

Leeds City Council
Forward Planning

Removal of some policies
and amendments to
others.

Late 2016

Preparation of PreSubmission draft NP and
Mapping.

Horsforth NP Working
Group and Planning
Consultant. Leeds City
Council GIS Mapping
Department.

Development of the full
plan and supporting
policy proposal maps.

November
2016

Basic Conditions
Statement Document
drafted

NP Working Group and
Planning Consultant. See
the Statement

Need for Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS)?

January 2017

Community Consultation
Document drafted.

NP Working Group. This
document.

Inclusion of all summaries
of consultations (freeform comments analysis
to follow).

January 2017

Pre-Submission NP and all
supporting documents

LCC Forward Planning

EIS? And Screening
options. General Opinion
sought.

February 15th
and 16th 2017

Pre-submission draft NP
consultation letters

See list on page 2 – Other
Consultees

Seeking comments on
pre-submission draft

May 2017

Horsforth Parking Survey

See Appendix 6

Support to Policy TT2
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End of 2017 /
beginning of
2018

Specific site and building
consultation regarding
policies GE3, BE1 and TT2

Individual emails, letter
(recorded or proof of
delivery).

Confirmation of inclusion
or exclusion from NP

Majority responded.
May 2018

Additional specific site
and building consultation
regarding policies GE3,
BE1 and TT2

Individual emails or
letters.

Confirmation of inclusion
or exclusion from NP

July 2018

Pre-submission of all
documents to Leeds City
Council

Leeds City Council.

Seeking response to the
pre-submission draft

October to
December
2018

Pre-submission draft
under Regulation 14
consultation

All stakeholders.

Intention to update
plan prior to full
submission to LCC
during January 2019

The Town Council has carried out 7 consultations, which are listed below: 1. Issues and Options Consultation
In the Spring of 2013, the Town Council undertook consultation about Leeds City Council’s Issues and Options for
Site Allocations for Horsforth through a distributed questionnaire and map to 9,000 Horsforth households. There
were 1,234 responses and a summary of these was produced in May 2013. The response from this resulted in the
emergence of nine topics that were taken for further consideration. These were design, education, leisure,
conservation, youth and the retired, retail, infrastructure and the environment. These topics were placed into a
matrix and key elements in each topic were drawn out. Within these, respondents raised issues which were brought
forward to the second consultation. The appendices below contain a summary of the consultation questionnaire
and results under appendices 1A and 1B respectively.
2. Topic Related Consultation – Residential
In June 2014, a topic specific (as indicated above) questionnaire was issued to the same householders. There were
950 responses. The responses to this questionnaire resulted in the seven specific sections in respect of policy and
land use intentions contained within this Pre-Submission NP Draft. The topic matrices were further updated, and
these matrices are reproduced in appendix 2C.
The appendices below contain a summary of the consultation questionnaire, results and topic matrices under
appendices 2A, 2B and 2C respectively.
Additionally, all free-form comments by respondents (more than 5,000) were analysed and are summarised in
appendix 2D.
3. Topic Related Consultation with Additional Business-Related Questions - Businesses
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A little later, the same questionnaire plus other business-related questions were sent by post to 1,210 local
businesses. The business response was 104. These responses were accounted for within the analysis above. There
were many free form comments, which are reproduced in the summary appendix 3B.
The appendices below contain a summary of the consultation questionnaire and results under appendices 3A and
3B respectively.
4. Additional Consultation on Specific New Proposed Site Allocations
In January 2015, Leeds City Council announced additional Site Allocation proposals for Horsforth that would
potentially double Horsforth’s housing number as part of the allocation within the North Leeds housing market
character assessment area. Because of this, the Town Council determined that it should consult further, specifically
about the additional proposed sites. This took place during September 2015 as a delivered questionnaire and map
to all households in the LS18 postcode area. There were 1,018 responses, with there being very strong support to
retain greenbelt sites undeveloped, but to allow development on greenbelt land that was already built upon. This
response was used to better define the green environment policies of this Plan. There were few objections to the
use of brownfield sites for new housing.
The appendices below contain a summary of the consultation questionnaires and results under appendices 4A and
4B respectively.
5. Consultation on Draft Vision Objectives and Policy Intentions
During January 2016, the Town Council published its draft Vision, Objectives and Policy Intentions Document,
accompanied by explanatory notes and a response questionnaire. In view of the 14 pages formed by this document,
it was not possible to distribute it to all households. However, all LS18 postcodes were delivered the guidance notes
and questionnaire and asked to look at the full document online or visit the Library or Town Council office to view
hard copies of it.
There were 200 detailed responses to the questionnaire with overall approval of the Vision, Objectives and Policy
Intentions set out. 382 free form comments were made to clarify responses.
The appendices below contain a summary of the consultation questionnaires and results under appendices 5A and
5B respectively.
Resulting from work on the consultations and analysis by the working group, the current pre-submission draft
version of the NP has been produced. This sets out the policy and land use proposals which the Town Council is
minded to include in the NP. This current document enables the community to take the final opportunity to
comment and suggest improvements which can be incorporated in the plan before it is submitted to Leeds City
Council to be examined and confirmed as the NP for Horsforth.
6. Site and Building Policies Specific Consultation
Letters and /or emails were sent to those associated with buildings or sites associated with policies GE3, BE1 and
TT2. The responses (if any) are given above.
7. Regulation 14 Pre-submission Consultation
October 2018 – NP Pre-submission draft, NP Proposal Map, Summary of NP, Questionnaire, consultation letters,
drop-in session and website information.
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Appendix 1A – Questionnaire and Map for Issues and Options Consultation
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Appendix 1B – Summary of Issues and Options Consultation

HORSFORTH TOWN COUNCIL

COMMUNITY CONSULTATION ON

LEEDS CITY COUNCIL STRATEGIC HOUSING LAND AVAILABILITY
ASSESSMENT SITES

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

Prepared by: Kathryn Jukes BA (Hons) DipTP MRTPI
18 Raglan Street Harrogate HG1 1LE
Tel: 01423 525456
Mobile: 07908 666530
Email: k.jukes@directionsplanning.co.uk
th

29 April 2013
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Horsforth Town Council conducted a public consultation across the parish of Horsforth. The
main purpose of the consultation was to gain an understanding of community views towards sites
identified in the Leeds City Council Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). The
SHLAA is a database of sites that Leeds City Council will assess to identify those considered most
suitable for development. Leeds City Council will then identify a selection of the most suitable sites
to meet identified housing requirements.
1.2
A questionnaire was hand delivered to each household and further copies made available at
Horsforth Library, Horsforth Museum and the Town Council Offices, for anyone who had been
inadvertently missed or required additional copies. The Questionnaire was also available to
download from the Council’s website. The public consultation was publicised in the local press
and articles featured in the Yorkshire Evening Post, Wharfedale Gazette and the Aire Valley Times
st

1.3
Comments were requested to be returned before 21 Mar ch 2013. In total, 1234 responses
were received.
1.4
This ‘Summary of Responses’ presents the outcome of the consultation and provides some
initial analysis of the responses where appropriate.

Question 1
What kind of sites would you prefer Leeds City Council to identify for development in?
Horsforth?
The pie chart below illustrates the responses received in relation to the question above.
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Question 2
Which of the following statement would you most agree with?

The pie chart below illustrates the responses received in relation to the question above.

In terms of those who stated “Another statement”, the following represents a summary of the
comments made:
Brownfield sites should be developed first
Horsforth has enough houses so leave Horsforth alone
No greenfield sites should be developed
Recreational, green space should be retained and protected
No building until roads and infrastructure is improved
Avoid Green Belt land
Hunger Hills should be protected
Provide social housing, retirement homes and family homes
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Question 3
The enclosed map shows all the sites within Horsforth from which Leeds City Council will
select sites for development. Looking at the map, which of the following sites do you think
are most suitable for development and the least suitable for development?

Below is a list of those sites considered by respondents to be most suitable for
development.
Reference
No.
29
2
28
1
24
30
12
3
27
6
26
25

Name of site
Former Dixon car sales
Clariant, Calverley Lane
Horsforth Police Station
Riverside Mill, Low Hall Road
Delap Waterworks
St Joseph’s Care Home
Woodside Mill, Low Lane
Low Hall Farm
Mather’s Mill
Barnardo’s, Clarence Road
Corn Mill Fold
Woodside roundabout

Below is a list of those sites considered by respondents to be least suitable for development.
Reference
No.
11
15
22
9
23
14
17
7
8
18
16
4

Name of Site
Hunger Hills and field
Sports ground, Brownberrie Lane
North Ives Farm, Brownberrie Lane
Fraser Avenue (next to the roundabout)
Ling Bob, Scotland Lane
Westbrook Lane, Trinity Close
South of Westbrook Farm
Outwood Lane
Broadway field
Westbrook Farm
South of Layton Grange
Newlaithes field
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Question 4
Are there any sites or buildings not shown on the map that you think should be
considered for housing development in Horsforth?
Below is a list of sites put forward by respondent to be considered for development in
addition to those identified in the SHLAA.

Crabtree land, Town Street
Former adult training centre off Church Lane
Brownfield land at the northern end of Lee Lane West
Wood Bottom Mills, Low Hall Road
Land bounded by Regent Road and Burley Lane
Land enclosed by West End Lane, West End Rise and The Avenue
Former Stanhope Youth Centre
Single house opposite Outwood Walk
South of the A65 from Horsforth RAB to Rawdon Crematorium
Plymouth Brethren, Brownberrie Lane
Holly Park Estate extension
Randerson’s Peugeot, Low Row
Independent Coachways, New Road Side

Type of Site
Brownfield
Brownfield
Brownfield
Brownfield
Mix
Greenfield
Brownfield
Brownfield
Greenfield
Mix
Greenfield
Brownfield
Brownfield
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Question 5
There are a number of green areas shown on the map which represent playing
fields, parks and other areas of open space in Horsforth. Please mark on the map any
areas not coloured green which you think should be protected for open space and
please mark on the map any green areas you think should no longer be protected and
might be considered for development alongside the sites listed.
Sites that should be protected for open space
The bar chart below illustrates how respondents showed overwhelming support for the
protection of Hunger Hills. Respondents would also like to see Ling Bob, Scotland Lane
protected and land to the south of Westbrook Farm.

Sites that should not be protected for open space
The bar chart below shows that not many respondents thought existing open spaces should
not be protected. Even though Hunger Hills was put forward as an area of open space that
should not be protected, only three people were of such an opinion. This is in contrast to the
121 who thought it should be protected.
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Appendix 2A - Topic Related Questionnaire – Residents and Businesses
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Appendix 2B – Topic Consultation Results

DESIGN

Response

QUESTION 1 - What is your view on materials to be used in new buildings?
Traditional materials and methods should be used
Modern materials and methods should be used
A mixture of traditional and modern materials and methods should be used
Another statement

323
32
499
130

QUESTION 1 - What is your view on materials to be
used in new buildings?
Traditional materials and
methods should be used

130
323

Modern materials and
methods should be used

499

32

A mixture of traditional
and modern materials
and methods should be
used

QUESTION 2 - What is your view on the design of new buildings?
They should always be built in a traditional style
They should match existing surrounding buildings
They should be distinctive and not feel like 'estates'
Another statement

QUESTION 2 - What is your view on the design of new
buildings?

87

They should always be
built in a traditional style

107

They should match
existing surrounding
buildings

311

546

They should be
distinctive and not feel
like 'estates'
Another statement

107
546
311
87
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QUESTION 3 - What other things should the plan cover in terms of design?
Shop frontages and signage
Designing out anti-social behaviour and crime
Street furniture and street scene
Another statement

QUESTION 3 - What other things should the plan cover
in terms of design?

104
615

Shop frontages and
signage
Designing out anti-social
behaviour and crime

607

Street furniture and
street scene

Another statement
656

615
656
607
104
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EDUCATION

Response

QUESTION 4 - How would you prefer to see the number of places at our schools increase?
Expansion of all our schools
Expansion of one or two schools
Provision of a new 'Free School' primary school
Another statement

443
117
155
258

QUESTION 4 - How would you prefer to see the number
of places at our schools increase?

Expansion of all our
schools

258
443

Expansion of one or two
schools
Provision of a new 'Free
School' primary school

155

Another statement
117

QUESTION 5 - What must happen before school expansion can take place?
On-site parking for all staff should be compulsory
Traffic and parking restrictions should be imposed
On-site drop off parking must be provided
Another statement

QUESTION 5 - What must happen before school
expansion can take place?
On-site parking for all
staff should be
compulsory

159
481
492

Traffic and parking
restrictions should be
imposed
On-site drop off parking
must be provided

597

Another statement

481
597
492
159
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QUESTION 6 - Trinity University wants more students - what would be the best solution?
On campus accommodation should be expanded
More parking on campus should be provided
Students should be encouraged to live in the community
Another statement

QUESTION 6 - Trinity University wants more students what would be the best solution?
On campus
accommodation should
be expanded

158

594

277

More parking on campus
should be provided
Students should be
encouraged to live in the
community

432

Another statement

594
432
277
158
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LEISURE

Response

QUESTION 7 - Horsforth has many pubs inside its boundaries, how do you view them?
There are about the right number
There are too many
Are there any pubs/facilities that we should keep by identifying them as an asset?

715
122
76

QUESTION 7 - Horsforth has many pubs inside its
boundaries, how do you view them?
There are about the right
number

76
122

There are too many

Are there any
pubs/facilities that we
should keep by identifying
them as an asset?

715

QUESTION 8 - What type of leisure facility do you use outside Horsforth?
Swimming pool
Cinema
Health Club
Something else

QUESTION 8 - What type of leisure facility do you use
outside Horsforth?

199
504
251

Swimming pool
Cinema
Health Club
Something else

651

504
651
251
199
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QUESTION 9 - Which of Horsforth's leisure facilities is the most important?
Sports fields and clubs
Library
Community Centres
Hall Park
Something else

QUESTION 9 - Which of Horsforth's leisure facilities is the
most important?

113

248
Sports fields and clubs
Library
Community Centres
354

627

Hall Park
Something else

161

248
354
161
627
113
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CONSERVATION

Response

QUESTION 10 - What should we retain and conserve about Horsforth?
Distinctive and historic buildings and features
Green spaces and countryside
The village identity
Wildlife habitats
Another statement

660
812
617
574
77

QUESTION 10 - What should we retain and conserve
about Horsforth?
77
Distinctive and historic
buildings & features
660

574

Green spaces and
countryside
The village identity
Wildlife habitats

617
812

Another statement

QUESTION 11 - How should we deal with Horsforth's three conservation areas?
They should be strengthened and expanded
They are out of date and need reviewing
Other parts of Horsforth deserve the same status
Another statement

QUESTION 11 - How should we deal with Horsforth's
three conservation areas?
They should be
strengthened and
expanded

116
63

They are out of date and
need reviewing

109
Other parts of Horsforth
deserve the same status
714
Another statement

714
109
63
116
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QUESTION 12 - How should we deal with heritage buildings that are not already protected?
Allow them to be modified or demolished at will
Retain them where possible
Seek to have them listed
Another solution

51
652
319
65

QUESTION 12 - How should we deal with heritage
buildings that are not already protected?
Allow them to be
modified or demolished
at will

65 51

Retain them where
possible

319

Seek to have them listed
652
Another solution

YOUNG PEOPLE AND THE RETIRED
QUESTION 13 - How can developers help deliver facilities for the young people of
Horsforth?
Include open spaces in their development
Provide activities such as skate parks
Provide funding for services in Horsforth
Another statement

QUESTION 13 - How can developers help deliver
facilities for the young people of Horsforth?

122

Include open spaces in
their development
626

586

Provide activities such as
skate parks
Provide funding for
services in Horsforth

Another statement
433

Response
626
433
586
122
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QUESTION 14 - Please suggest where facilities for youth & retired people be provided
Where could additional youth or retired people's facilities be located?
What facilities did you have in mind?

398
318

QUESTION 14 - Please suggest where facilities for youth
& retired people be provided

Where could additional
youth or retired people's
facilities be located?

318
398

What facilities did you
have in mind?

QUESTION 15 - How can developers deliver facilities for retired people in Horsforth?
Provide affordable retirement housing
Provide sheltered retirement accommodation
Provide funding for services in Horsforth
Another statement

QUESTION 15 - How can developers deliver facilities
for retired people in Horsforth?
Provide affordable
retirement housing

96
565
556

Provide sheltered
retirement
accommodation

Provide funding for
services in Horsforth

535

Another statement

565
535
556
96
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RETAIL

Response

QUESTION 16 - What type of shopping street scene do you most favour?
Traditional shop frontages
Shopping 'Mall' type developments
Modern supermarkets
Another statement

811
36
81
134

QUESTION 16 - What type of shopping street scene do
you most favour?

134

Traditional shop frontages

81

Shopping 'Mall' type
developments

36

Modern supermarkets
811

Another statement

QUESTION 17 - How can we best help preserve independent shops?
Planning restrictions on use of shops
Greater parking provision in shopping areas
More time restrictions to prevent all day parking
Another statement

QUESTION 17 - How can we best help preserve
independent shops?

158
449
251

Planning restrictions on
use of shops
Greater parking provision
in shopping areas
More time restrictions to
prevent all day parking
Another statement

470

449
470
251
158
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QUESTION 18 - Is there any type of shop we should not encourage?
Charity shops
Takeaways
Hair and beauty salons
Another statement

QUESTION 18 - Is there any type of shop we should not
encourage?

283
533

Charity shops
Take-aways

366

Hair and beauty salons
Another statement

668

533
668
366
283
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INFRASTRUCTURE

Response

QUESTION 19 - Horsforth roundabout will be improved; what other roads can be improved?
Please identify any road infrastructure issues of which you are aware
How can this be improved?

549
471

QUESTION 19 - Horsforth roundabout will be improved,
what other roads can be improved?

Please identify any road
infrastructure issues of
which you are aware

471
549

How can this be
improved?

QUESTION 20 - What services do you feel need larger provision?
Doctors
Dentists
Schools
Anything else

QUESTION 20 - What services do you feel need larger
provision?

126
368

Doctors
Dentists
Schools

367

Anything else
271

368
271
367
126
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QUESTION 21 - What improvements to transport provision would benefit you?
Bus services
Rail services
Extra parking spaces
Footpaths
Cycle routes
Anything else

QUESTION 21 - What improvements to transport
provision would benefit you?

197

347

Bus services
Rail services

281

Extra parking spaces
377

Footpaths
Cycle routes

267

Anything else
399

347
377
399
267
281
197
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ENVIRONMENT

Response

QUESTION 22 - Which environmental issues are most important to you?
Litter, fly tipping and graffiti
Noise pollution
Green belt and green spaces
Another statement

462
209
636
113

QUESTION 22 - Which environmental issues are most
important to you?

113
462

Litter, fly tipping and
graffiti
Noise pollution
Green belt and green
spaces

636

Another statement
209

QUESTION 23 - What environmental restrictions should apply to housing, old and new?
Paving over gardens should be discouraged
New housing should have gardens
Housing should be environmentally sustainable
Another statement

QUESTION 23 - What environmental restrictions should
apply to housing, old and new?
Paving over gardens
should be discouraged

140
452

New housing should have
gardens
524

Housing should be
environmentally
sustainable
586

Another statement

452
586
524
140
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QUESTION 24 - What other environmental issues should we include?
Microgeneration (solar panels or domestic windmills)
We should encourage recycling
We should encourage sustainable development
We should designate community green spaces
Another suggestion

296
704
470
691
102

QUESTION 24 - What other environmental issues
should we include?

102

Microgeneration (solar
panels or domestic
windmills)

296

We should encourage
recycling

691

704

We should encourage
sustainable
development
We should designate
community green spaces

470
Another suggestion

EMPLOYMENT

Response

QUESTION 25 - Should the NP address issues relevant to job creation and local business?
No

175

Yes
Suggestions

505
199

QUESTION 25 - Should the NP address issues relevant to
job creation and local business?

175

199

No
Yes
Suggestions

505
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QUESTION 26 - What type of businesses are suited to Horsforth?
Retail
Light industrial
Office based
Other suggestion (see Free-Form Comments Analysis 2D)

693
418
678
111

QUESTION 26 - What type of businesses are suited to
Horsforth?

111
693

Retail
Light industrial

678

Office based
Other suggestion

418

QUESTION 27 - Should the neighbourhood plan seek to encourage more of these?
Retail
Light industrial
Office based
None

QUESTION 27 - Should the neighbourhood plan seek
to encourage more of these?

106
453

Retail
Light industrial

442

Office based
None
309

453
309
442
106
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ABOUT YOU

Response

Post codes given
Ages given in total (comprising of following breakdown)
Under 18
18-25
26-35
36-50
51-65
Over 65

694
785
1
7
90
179
206
302

Age of respondent, when given
1

7
90
Under 18
18-25

302
179

26-35
36-50
51-65
Over 65

206
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Appendix 2C – Topic Matrices

1. Green Environment
Key Issues

1A

1B

Protect Green
Spaces

Protect
Countryside

Details

•

Ensure
Available/
Open
• Hall Park
(‘600’)
• Designate
Comm
G.T.
(‘700’)
• Sports
Field
(‘250’)
(‘800’)

Planning/
NonPlanning

PL

Local Green
Space
Protection

Comments

Site
Allocation
•
•

List
Show
Sites
on
P.M.

•

•

Horsforth
Design
Statement
ProForma for
each Site
using
PARA 77
Criteria
CAAMPS x
3

PL

(49%)

Protect Wildlife
Habitats

Policy

Evidence

•

\

Strategic +
LCC Remit

Protect Green
Belt

1C

Plan Response

CH UDP RE:
Protected O.S.
NPPF
Paragraph 7678 (77 is KEY –
Sets out
Criteria)

TC influencing
SAP – Mid
2015
NB Look at
Possible Local
Green
infrastructure
i.e. Links or
Corridors,
Becks,
Disused Rail
lines

(‘550’)
Avoid Dev. Of
Wooded
Areas

PL

•

List
sites
on
P.M.

Citations for
Candidate
Sites

Check UDP re
LNAs
Ramblers

CHAWRG
NEWLAY
Conservation
Soc. (NCS)
Friends of
Hunger Hills
Woods
(FOHW)
HCS Parks
LCC Eco/ YWT

LCC BioDiversity
Action Plan
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1D

MicroGeneration
•
•

1E

(300) Some
Support

?

Specialist need help to
draft

Solar
Panels
Domestic
Windmills

New Local
Recycling Centre

•

PL

(700 Support
Encouraging
Recycling)

PL

•

Glass Bottles
•

Litter/FlyTipping/
Graffiti

Link to
Major
(DEFINE)
new
Housing
Dev.?
Generic
Support
Policy

?
NP could
I.D. a Site

Site Feasibility

What
Does
Core
Strategy
Say +
NPPF
• Natural
Resources
Plan –
Check
• Ref:
Other
NPs
Check Natural
Resources
Plan
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2. Built Environment
Key Issues

Details

2A

Retain/
Conserve
Distinctive +
Historic
Buildings +
Features

•

(650)

2B

Retains
unprotected
Heritage
Buildings

•

(64%)

Planning/
NonPlanning
\

PL

Plan Response
Policy
Site
Allocation
\
\

List + Show
on P.M.

Evidence

\

•
•

CAAMPs x 3
Horsforth
Design
Statement

•

Individual
Citations
Needed

Comments

Expand +
Strengthen
C.A.S – Non –
PL
Review C.A.S
Comm.
Aspiration
Seek to have
them listed –
Non – PL
HHS
(Horsforth
Historic Soc.)
NCS (Newlay
Conservation
Society)
HCS (Horsforth
Civic Soc.)
Horsforth
Museum
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3. Development & Design
Key Issues

3A

3B

3C

Design of
New
Developm
ent

Shop
Frontages
+ Signage

Street
Furniture
+ Street
Scene
(Public
Realm)

Details

•

Planning/
NonPlanning

Mixed
Materials/
Methods
(58%)
• Match
Surroundings
(500+)
• Distinctive/
Not feel like
Estates (300)
• Energy
Efficient/
Enviro. Sust.
(500+)
• High Building
Standards
• ‘Secure by
Design’ (35%)
• Parking (Min
2 Spaces)
• Retain/
Conserve
Village
identity
(600+)
• Strengthen
Conservation
Areas (81%)
• To include
open spaces
(600+)
(33%)
Discourage overly
Bright / Tacky
Traditional
Frontages (87%)

PL

(32%)

PL

Plan Response
Policy

Evidence

Site
Allocation
•
•

CA
Policies
x3
Non –
CA
Policy

Show CA
Boundaries
on P.M.

•

PL
CA
Policy
Non –
CA
Policy
CA
Policies
x3
Non –
CA
Policy

Show CA
Boundaries
on P.M.
•

Show CA •
Boundaries
on P.M.
•

CAAMPs x
3
Horsforth
Design
Statement

CAAMP X
1 (Town
St.)
Horsforth
Design
Statement
CAAMPs x
3
Horsforth
Design
Statement

Comments
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4. Housing and Employment
Key Issues

Details

4A Provide
(Affordable)
Retirement HSG

(34%)

4B

(32%)

4C

Provide
Sheltered
Retirement
Accommodation
Encourage Local
Business/ Job
Creation

4D Trinity
Expansion

Planning/
NonPlanning
PL

Plan Response
Policy
Site
Allocation

Evidence

•
?
•

PL
?

(74%)
PL
Office-based
(450)
Retail (450)
Light
Industry (300+)
With
associated
parking
30/33 –
Support
Split re more
needed and
enough
existing
premises
PL
• Mix
for/Against
• Increase
on Campus
Accom.
(600)
• Increase
on Campus
Parking
(400+)
• Better
Transport
Links

•
Generic
Support W.
Criteria

?
•

Comments

MD to Provide
EG of HSG
Needs
Assessment
MD to Provide
HSG Needs
Assessment EG of HSG
Needs
Assessment
Employment • What will
Needs
Site
Assessment
Allocations
Plan say?
Employment
Sites
Assessment
HSG Needs
Assessment

•
Address
Detailed
Design/Dev
Issues in
Appropriate
Section

?
•

Strategic
PL issue
What will
SAP say?
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5. Community Services + Facilities (CSF)
Key Issues

1A

Schools
Expansion

Details

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

1B

Protect
“Assets”

•
•
•
•
•
•

1C

Provide New
“Assets”

•
•
•
•
•

(62%) (350+)
New State
Primary?
New State
Secondary?
Meet L.
Children
Place Needs
On-Site Staff
Parking – 26
On-Site Dropoff Parking –
20
Parking/Traffi
c Restrictions
(475-600)
Library (350)

Sports Clubs
(250) 
Community
Centres (150)

Town
8%
St.
Tavern?
Queens
Arms?
PUBS – About
Right
Number!
Skate Parks
(400+)
Indoor/
Outdoor?
Leisure/
Sport?
Youth Clubs?
Dev. to Fund
Youth
Services +
Elderly

Planning
/ NonPlanning
PL

Plan Response
Policy
Site
Allocati
on

?

?

Evidence

•

Talk to
L.K.A – 2
expansion
s ongoing

Comments

•
•
•
•

PL

Protect CSF
•

PL

Lists –
By Type
Not by
individu
al areas
I.D. on
P.M.

PL

•

Communit
y use +
Value

Further
Consultation
Required

Further
Consultation
Required
If you
want

•
•
•
•

7 Primary’s
1
Independen
t Primary
1 Secondary
Impact of
local plan
HSG
Allocation?
Infrastructu
re Delivery
Plan

Meeting
Places
Churches
Chapels
Church Halls

Playgrounds
- Kids
- Young people
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1D Shopping

•

•
•
•
•
•

1E

Health
Provision

Restrict Shop
use (450)
(Hair,
Takeaways,
Charity
Chains and
Betting)
Increase
Parking (475)
Grants
Lower Rates /
Rents
Markets
Small / Temp
/
Independent

29/33 Support
developing Retail,
DPPS + Facilities
20/33 Enough
Already
17/33 No to More
(13 ‘YES’)
36/45 ‘Trad’
shops favoured
• Doctors
(350+)
• Dentists
(250+)

PL
Non- PL
Non- PL
Non- PL
Non- PL

?
Yes, if
Primary
Front
Exists

How many
units in
different use
classes?

•

•

CL Leeds
S.A.P RE:
Status of
Shopping
Areas +
Primary/
Secondary
shopping
frontages.
Parking
issue is
about
NATURE of
Parking not
extent –
Non-PL

Can’t address –
Horsforth has
the units it has –
No Mandate to
Dev. more.

PL

?

?

•

•

•

•

Impact of
Local Plan
– HSG
Allocation
Infrastruct
ure
Delivery
Plan Check
Impacts of
Aging
Population
?
Talk to
‘Health
Providers’
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6. Traffic and Transport & Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
Key Issues

6A

6B

Parking in
Shopping
Areas

Improve
Cycle Routes

Details

(475) (400)More Generally
• Insufficient
at Rail
Station
• Resident
Proximity
• Availability
(275)

Planning
/ NonPlanning

PL

PL

Plan Response
Policy
Site
Allocation

?
Generic
Support
for New
provisio
n

PL
Generic
Support

6C

Improve
Footpaths

(250+)

PL
Generic
Support

6D

CIL Shopping
List?

6E

Adequacy of
Road +
Transport
links

•

Youth
Services/
Facilities
• Retired
Services/
Facilities
11 Yes
21 No

Areas of
Search:
Around
Station
Expand
Fink Hill/
Hall Park?
Link to
Indic.
Route Map
• Gaps
• Priority
Improv
ement
s
Link to
Indic.
Route Map
• Gaps
Priority
Improvem
ents

Non- PL

PL?

Evidence

Further
Consultation
RE: Shopping List

?

?

More
Consultation with
Business Required
-Can free form
comments shed
any light?

Comments
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Appendix 2D: Free-form Comment Analysis
The various residential questionnaires have elicited free-form comments in the response data that
has been analysed by Directions Planning and the Neighbourhood Plan Working Group. Free-form
comments have been assigned a category most suiting the response. There were 5,096 free-form
responses. In the analysis below the following data has been excluded from the pie charts: -

Off-topic comments

-

Un-readable comments (marked in the data as “void”)

-

“Other” comments.

Each pie chart is therefore a reflection of the comments that specifically equate to the question asked
in the questionnaire.
Responses have been checked to see that, where possible and relevant, Neighbourhood Plan policies
are in line with the evidence.

1. Design
Q1 – What is your view on materials to be used in new buildings
Policy: DD1 Design and Character

1 - What is your view on materials to be used in new buildings?

2
6

fit with existing / sympathetic

4

keep traditional / conservation
24

73

traditional appearance but
modern methods
eco / sustainable / energy
efficient
modern / mix of styles / good
design

30

keep costs down / starter
homes
no more building
16
20

use stone to match village

Key responses: - i). Sympathetic and fit with the existing, ii). eco /sustainable / and energy efficient,
iii). Modern mix of styles with good design.
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Q2 – What is your view on the design of new buildings?
Policy: DD1 Design and Character

2 - What is your view on the design of new buildings?

7
2
6

fit in with existing / sympathetic to
surroundings
innovative technology or design, but
not OTT
45

16

have a mix of styles

need innovative design /
individuality
consider parking
OTHER

27

The major response is that new buildings should fit in with existing buildings and be sympathetic to
the surroundings. The second placed response is about innovative design or technology without going
over the top.
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Q3 – What other things should the plan cover in terms of design?
Policy: DD2 Shop Frontages and Signage and DD3 Horsforth’s Public Realm

3 - What other things should the plan cover in terms of design?
too much signage

adverts / shops fronts too garish /
too much neon

allocate adequate parking
5

2

3

5
enhance environment (green
spaces, parks, social areas, wildlife)
etc

14

6

energy efficient / eco friendly
10
good design essential
13
cycle / pedestrian friendly

8

improve mix of shops

34

design out crime / police station

no more devt

Development should enhance the environment, provide parking, and shop fronts should be toned
down.
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2. Education
Q4 - How would you prefer to see the number of places at our school’s increase?
Policy: None in NP

4 - How would you prefer to see the number of places at our schools
increase?

build a new school
2
6

expand local schools

12

27

curb population / local children only

78

no new schools or expansion
new or expansion, infrastructure is
important

39

opinion on school type

51

answer simply states name of a
school
new housing = new school

51

21

23
18

quality not quantity / no increase to
class sizes
need to consult with teachers etc
not qualified to give an opinion

Horsforth will need new schools, but equally, existing schools should be expanded, with opinions on
how that should be. New housing should prompt the building of new schools.
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Q5 – What must happen before school expansion can take place?
Policy: None in NP

5 - What must happen before school expansion can take place?

provide adequate staff (student)
parking
enforcement of parking issues
10

3

7

pupil safety - traffic safety
measures - low speed limits etc

14

18

parent drop-offs - prevent or
provide suitable facilities

4
29

only expand where there is
demand
encourage walking / cycling /
public transport

16

importance of green spaces
3

13

consult local residents, nuisance
issues, implications
no expansion

9
57

need infrastructure / traffic
management plans
more out of school clubs
children should go the their local
school

School expansion should be proceeded by walking, cycling and public transport provision, coupled
with pupil safety measures e.g. lower speed limits.
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Q6 – Leeds Trinity University wants more students - what would be the best solution?
Policy: ES2 Leeds Trinity University Development Criteria

6 - LeedsTrinity University wants more students - what would be the best
solution?

no more expansion
3

4
address transport issues

11
6

45

no more student housing / rentals

3

offer more / different courses

8

consider other sites for expansion
raise standards / results / teaching
25
improve student and community
engagement & relations
enhance / increase facilities
49
address accommodation issues

For Leeds Trinity University to expand, student transport issues should be addressed. Significant
respondents do not want the University to expand, and if it does to cater for on-campus
accommodation.
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3. Leisure
Q7 – Horsforth has a number of pubs inside its boundaries, how do you view them?
Policy: None in NP

7 - Horsforth has a number of pubs inside its boundaries, how do you view
them?

name of a pub
keep traditional / historic pubs
9
no more pubs

3

cause of nuisance and ASB

8

use as a community resource
2

45
find another use

4
2

run down and need attention

2
there are too few

4

ensure suitable for families

5
12

need beer gardens
re closures - market forces will
decide

Respondents named pubs they like and don’t like. There is a small trend to conserving traditional and
historic pubs, but that the best pubs will survive, while those that do not deliver right, will not.
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Q8 – What type of leisure facility do you use outside Horsforth?
Policy: CFS2 Improving Existing & Provision of New Community Facilities and Services

8 - What type of leisure facility do you use outside Horsforth?

Places to eat/drink
Theatre / Concerts
4

3
Galleries

23

10
5

Sports Facilities

12

Leisure centre
ice skating
33
museums

23
parks / countryside
10 pin bowling

4
4

7
5

cycling
24
badminton / tennis / squash courts

football club
bridge club

There were many 1, 2 or 3 response activities listed – too many to show on this pie chart. Most of
these were sports related. A further 24 responses indicated sports facilities outside of Horsforth,
making this the largest sector.
Theatre, concerts and cinema are in second place, closely followed by restaurants.
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Q9 – Which of Horsforth's leisure facilities is the most important?
Policy: CFS1 Protection of Community Facilities and Services and CFS2 Improving Existing &
Provision of New Community Facilities and Services

9 - Which of Horsforth's leisure facilities is the most important?

4

11 1 2
KGIV Playing Field
All

7

Library

1

Hall Park
2

Outwood Lane Fields

2

Church

1

36

Pubs
Leeds Trinity Sports Centre
Green Spaces / Woodland

12

Hunger Hills
Golden Acre
Public footpaths
Horsforth In Bloom
11

Respondents indicated that they thought all leisure facilities were important to them. Of the specific
ones, Hall Park and the Library were particularly noted.
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4. Conservation
Q10 – What should we retain and conserve about Horsforth?
Policy: BE1 Local Built Heritage Assets

10 - What should we retain and conserve about Horsforth?
All
Keep / Plant More Trees
Woodland / Green Spaces / Hall
Park / Hunger Hill
Traditional Shops / Shopping /
Independents
2 11

6

1

Celebrate It / Events

8

No more housing / development

2

Its variety
16
Improve traffic / road system /
parking

6

community groups

1
5

need real ale pubs
5
keep its boundaries
6

4
3

playing fields

11
no village feel anymore
use empty buildings and
wasteland
improve riverside paths and canal
area
its history

Hall Park and Hunger Hills are areas for retention and conservation. There is a demand to restrict
housing and development and loss of village feel is a concern.
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Q11 – How should we deal with Horsforth's three main conservation areas?
Policy: None in NP

11 - How should we deal with Horsforth's three main conservation areas?

reduce / remove them
place name only
where are they?
Need promoting
10

preserve, maintain & improve

3

2

more public seating

9
2
1
1

32

1
2

plant more trees

1
1

toilet facilities / improve

remove eyesores

1

improve disabled access
use traditional street furniture

32

23

manage traffic / parking
improve shop frontage
stop over-development
people / community make the place

don't know / can't answer

Over a quarter of respondents want to see the main conservation areas preserved, maintained and
improved, with a further quarter naming particular areas. About 17% of respondents did not know
where the conservation areas are and thought they should be promoted more.
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Q12 – How should we deal with heritage buildings that are not already protected?
Policy: BE1 Local Built Heritage Assets

12 - How should we deal with heritage buildings that are not already
protected?

find a practical use for them
3

3

developers to incorporate them in
plans

2

inform re heritage and history
11
31

list / protect some of them
use them, but maintain heritage
fabric / develop sympathetically
action to take depends on the
building
don't know which buildings
referred to

9

some already lost / too late to act
8

2

2

£ considerations

About half of respondents felt that heritage buildings that are not already protected can be given
greater protection by finding some practical use for them, whilst maintaining the heritage fabric, but
that doing this depends on the type of building.
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5. Young People and the Retired
Q13 – How can developers help deliver facilities for young people?
Policy: CFS1 Protection of Community Facilities and Services and CFS2 Improving Existing &
Provision of New Community Facilities and Services

13 - How can developers help deliver facilities for young people?
Low Lane
Woodside
St Margaret's Hall
The Willows
Stanhope Drive

New Road Side

2
11
3

8

9 5 5

23

1

Hall Park
11

The Library

13

7

Town Street
Brownlee Centre / Café
Mechanics Institute

37

St George's Fields
Trinity
5

101

Children's Centre
Old Ball playing fields

34

parks
wasteland / brownfield sites
10

schools / school playing fields
10
14
21

8 6
4

28
17

pubs
church halls
disused quarry
leisure centres
community centres
disused buildings
central location / easily accessible
integrate into all new devts

27% of respondents feel that developers should deliver facilities for young people within Hall Park.
The roles of churches, church halls, playing fields and the Library were also specifically noted.
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Q14 – Where could additional youth or retired people's facilities be located and what facilities do
you have in mind?
Policy: CFS1 Protection of Community Facilities and Services and CFS2 Improving Existing &
Provision of New Community Facilities and Services

14 - Where could additional youth or retired people's facilities
be located and what facilities do you have in mind?
Youth Clubs / Centres
Retired People's Club / Centre
Community Centre / Drop-In
Centre
Skate Park
Expand Live At Home services
Sports / Playing fields
Training, classes, education
10
10

8

11

allotments / community gardens

11

5

6

Internet Café / IT facilities

4 12
89

Exercise Park / Trim Trail / Active
Walking
Swimming / Paddling Pool

16
45

43
5

59

Improve Hall Park facilities
seating / shelter / toilets / café
Arts & Crafts Space
Playground / Park Activities
Leisure Centre

90

18

17
10 11

64

3

13

Bingo / Quiz nights
Theatre / Drama

18
Music Venues / Studio
Day Care Facilities
Bike Trail / Cycle track / BMX
track
Pitch & Putt / bowling
Home Helps
Community Buses / access to
transport

For young people Hall Park facilities, young people’s clubs and playing fields are recommended for
improvement. For the retired drop in centres are suggested.
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Q15 – How can developers help deliver facilities for the retired people of the community?
Policy: CFS1 Protection of Community Facilities and Services and CFS2 Improving Existing &
Provision of New Community Facilities and Services

15 - How can developers help deliver facilities for the retired people of
the community?

Build New Care Homes
Expand / Adapt Existing Homes
Provide More Suitable / More
Appropriate Housing
5

3

Improve / Expand 'Live at Home'
Scheme (home help)

7
3

4

Improve Transport
10

17

Need Places to Mix / Socialise
(prevent isolation)
Improve Health Facilities

2
2

Provide Activities
11

Stop Closing Homes
13
Safety - (repair footpaths /
maintain roads)

4
9

14

Involve the Local Community
Access to Shops
Not Needed
Consult the Elderly and / or
Existing Providers

There is wide spread of responses to this question, with provision of suitable housing, improved
transport, live at home / home-help schemes and activity provision being the main responses.
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6. Retail
Q16 – What type of shopping street scene do you most favour?
Policy: ES1 Horsforth Town Street, New Road Side and Station Road Shopping Centres – Changes of
Use to Non-Retail Use

16 - What type of shopping street scene do you most favour?
Traditional / Independent / Local

Ensure Mix and Range of Shops
No Chains
No More Charity Shops

5

No More Supermarkets / Shopping
Malls

22 3

7

No More Fast Food Outlets

32

5
Assistance for Small and Local
Businesses

7
6

More Supermarkets / Competition
for Morrisons

8

Improve Associated Infrastructure
(roads, parking, transport) etc
6

35
7

Town Street Needs a Facelift
Fine As We Are

18

6

4

Well Designed / Well Presented Shop
Fronts
Market Hall / Stalls

Improve Signage and Displays
Expand Shopping Area
Find Alternative Uses for Closed
Shops
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Respondents want to see continued a mixed range of traditional, independent and local shops, with
less impact of the one supermarket. There is a wide range of other suggestions for shopping in
Horsforth.
Q17 – How can we best help preserve independent shops?
Policy: ES1 Horsforth Town Street, New Road Side and Station Road Shopping Centres – Changes of
Use to Non-Retail Use

17 - How can we best help preserve independent shops?

Improve Parking / Reduce Fees
Pedestrianise Town Street
No More Takeaways

23

No More Charity Shops
27
No More Supermarkets

34
8

Deter Chains
8

7
5

15

12

Better Promotion
Lower Business Rates
Lower Rents

8
5
37
28

3

Financial Incentives
Shop Local Initiatives / 'Loyalty'
cards
Consider (Farmer's) Market /
Local Produce Events
Manage Variety (no dominant
shop type)
Big Businesses to Support
Independents
Don't

Lower rents and rates, other financial incentives, managing dominant shop types and improving
parking and access will best preserve independent shops in Horsforth.
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Q18 – Is there any type of shop we should not encourage more of?
Policy: ES1 Horsforth Town Street, New Road Side and Station Road Shopping Centres – Changes of
Use to Non-Retail Use

18 - Is there any type of shop we should not encourage more of?

Chains
Betting
E-Cig
Butchers / Fishmongers
Estate / Lettings Agencies

2
2

5

2

5

4

13

29

Supermarkets
Non-Retail
Off Licence

9

Travel Agents
6

Banks / Building Societies
Sex Shops

15
131

Amusement Arcades
Takeaways

16

Loan Sharks / Payday Lenders
13

Cafes / Coffee Bars / Restaurants
£1 Shops / Discounters

4

5

Nail Bars

10
6

Pawn Shops

5
3

14

6

23
2

Charity Shops
Cash for Clothes
Tattoo Parlours
Fireworks
Bars / Pubs
Shops we do need

Controlling the number of betting shops (40%) is the major response with estate and letting agents
being a much smaller second to this, while “shops we do need” is a category mentioned, but not
defined by respondents.
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7. Infrastructure
Q19 – Please identify any road infrastructure issues of which you are aware and how can this be
improved?
Policy: None in NP

19 - Please identify any road infrastructure issues of which you are
aware and how can this be improved?
Old Ball Roundabout
Driving Test Centre
Bayton Ln/West End Ln Junction
Forge / Sandoz
Traffic Flow / Management

5
43

13

34

26

7
Airport

24

Train Station
61

112
Ring Road

22

Congestion
23
30

114
44

Speeding
Rat Runs
Parking

24

67
103

Driver Safety
Pedestrian / Cyclist Safety
Bus / Cycle Lanes
Road Repair and Maintenance
Restrict Access: Weight / Times / Type

Parking, traffic flow / management, speeding and pedestrian / cyclist safety are the top issues, with
other issues and locations detailed in the responses.
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Q20 – What services do you feel need larger provision?
Policy: None in NP

20 - What services do you feel need larger provision?
GP (or extended hours)
(Hospital)
NHS Dentist
Health - Other
Child Care
Children's Play
Youth Clubs / Facilities
Public Transport / Shop Buses
6

2

GP Parking Provision

12

9

Station Parking Provision

4

Increased Train Services

19

3

General Parking

4
3

Police
4

10

3
4

2

3
6

3
5

6
14

3 3

5

2

Leisure Centre (inc.swimming
pool)
Sports Centre (indoor)
Sports Facilities (outdoor)
Community Events / Fairs /
Markets
School
Cinema
Chemist (extended hours)
Post Office/Boxes
Food / Drink
Different Shops
Green Spaces
Street Cleaners

A wide range of responses were given, with NHS dentist, leisure centre (with swimming pool), GP
services, schools and different shops specifically mentioned.
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Q21 – What improvements to transport provision would benefit you?
Policy: TT1 Increased Public Car Parking, TT2 Allocation of Land for New Public Car Parking

21 - What improvements to transport provision would benefit you?

Better Roads (increase
capacity/improve traffic
management)
Road Repairs
New Additional Roads
Increased Train Provision and New
Stations

2
42 5 3

Station Parking

26
Shuttle Bus Service for Train Station

43

Access to LBA

30
Cycle Lanes / Bike Hire
Bus Lane/ Car Pool Lane

13

35
Improved Bus Services
36
2

12

8

3

Parking Restrictions and
Enforcement
Improve Pedestrian Facilities
(crossings, paths, grass cutting etc)
Increased / Improved Parking
Facilities (exc. station)
Park & Ride
Facilities for Motor Bikes

Improved train serves, bus provision, station parking and pedestrian access are the main responses.
Parking restrictions and enforcement and cycles lanes, bike hire are also cited.
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8. Environment
Q22 – Which environmental issues are most important to you?
Policy GE1: Horsforth Special Landscape Area, Policy GE2: Horsforth Local Urban Green Corridor,
Policy GE3: Protection and Enhancement of Local Greenspace, Policy GE4: Protection and
Enhancement of Local Nature Conservation Assets, Policy GE5: Protection of Scotland, Oil, Old and
Gill Becks and Watercourses

22 - Which environmental issues are most important to you?
Prevent Building in the Green Belt
Drains / Gutters Cleaning
Late Night Noise (Pubs / Clubs)
Noise (Traffic / Aircraft)
Recycling Facilities
5

11

3

2 2

Air Pollution / Traffic

2
14

Renewable Energy / Efficiency
Impact of Anti Social Behaviour

12
5

9

Parking Congestion
Fly Tipping

13
Littering
3

5

9
13

4

2
Clean Streets / Footpaths
Dog Fouling
Green Spaces
Wildlife
Upkeep of Residential Properties
and Gardens
All Important

Noise, dog fouling, litter, green spaces, all aspects of the environment, and air pollution are the top
issues and are stated in order of response numbers.
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Q23 – What environmental restrictions should apply to housing, old and new?
Policy GE1: Horsforth Special Landscape Area, Policy GE2: Horsforth Local Urban Green Corridor,
Policy GE3: Protection and Enhancement of Local Greenspace, Policy GE4: Protection and
Enhancement of Local Nature Conservation Assets, Policy GE5: Protection of Scotland, Oil, Old and
Gill Becks and Watercourses

23 - What environmental restrictions should apply to housing, old and
new?

Innovative Eco-Construction
Space for Bins / Recycling
11

3

12

Off Street Parking

5

Build on Brownfield / Not
Greenfield

20

Improve / Include Landscaping /
Wildlife
38
15

2

Drainage / Flood Risk
Control Extensions / Building
Regs
Energy Efficient

11
16

19

Answers Referred to Housing
/Devt Type
Important that New Devts
Consider Infrastructure
Issues With Paving Front Gardens

Off-street parking (22%), housing type, landscaping for wildlife, brownfield first, energy efficiency and
eco housing, flood risk and drainage are the top listed points.
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Q24 – What other environmental issues should we include?
Policy GE1: Horsforth Special Landscape Area, Policy GE2: Horsforth Local Urban Green Corridor,
Policy GE3: Protection and Enhancement of Local Greenspace, Policy GE4: Protection and
Enhancement of Local Nature Conservation Assets, Policy GE5: Protection of Scotland, Oil, Old and
Gill Becks and Watercourses

24 - What other environmental issues should we include?

Eco Construction Materials
Renewable Energy Opportunities
Increase Recycling (esp. glass)

5

2

4

Maintain / Develop Green Spaces
/ Encourage Wildlife

4

15

3

Encourage Allotments / Gardens
/ Tree Planting

2
3

Reduce Food Waste

3
6

Littering / More Litter Bins / Dog
Waste Bins

3

Ensure 'it' is Aesthetically
Pleasing
Educate
31

11

Restrict Street Lighting Times
14

Reduce Noise Pollution
No Windmills
Incentives - Make 'Green' the
Cheaper / Better Option
Use Brownfield Sites / Re-use
Existing Buildings

Increased recycling (especially glass), renewable energy generation, developing new greenspaces and
encouraging wildlife, and provision of additional litter and dog waste bins are top of the list. A smaller
number do not want to see any windmill development.
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9. Employment
Q25 – Should the Neighbourhood plan address issues relevant to job creation?
Policy: None in NP

25 - Should the Neighbourhood plan address issues relevant to job
creation?

Hire Local / Support Local
13
26

Identify Gaps in the Market
57

Encourage New Business

Use Rent / Rate / Financial
Incentives

15

Improve Infrastructure
8
12

Encourage Training /
Apprenticeships / Work Placements
Help In Job Searching

21

41

21

Incentives to Employ Younger
and/or Older People
Develop Suitable Premises

18
Encourage Job Creation

Use of local labour (25%), new businesses, new suitable business premises, training, apprentices and
work placements are suggested for inclusion in the NP.
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Q26 – What type of businesses are suited to Horsforth?
Policy: None in NP

26 - What type of businesses are suited to Horsforth?

Care & Welfare (children, elderly,
disabled etc)
All
Variety / Mix
Community / Social Enterprise
Small Independents
7

16

Homeworking

11
5

Creative / Gifts
9

18

Hotels
9

Greengrocer / Baker / Butcher
Food & Drink Outlets

14
13

2

5

5
6

5

4 2

5

Depends On Type / Location /
Market Forces
Type Not Suited
Entertainment
Leisure Centre / Sports
Other Specified Types of Business
Answer Relates to Devt
Answer Relates to Parking

A wide range of businesses are thought by respondents to be suitable for Horsforth. Small
independent business and leisure provision is listed, as is provision that is related to parking and type
of development.
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10.

Have we missed anything?

The following comment summaries were made. Each item is listed followed by the number of
respondents and the % of the whole this represents.
These additional comments are covered by policy in the NP, or the items are not within the scope of
the NP.

Look Forward / Plan - 20, 4%
More Recycling Facilities - 4, 1%
Use Existing Buildings / Brownfield Sites - 20, 4%
Support Local Shops & Businesses - 14, 2%
No More Building - 27, 5%
Suitable Development - 32, 6%
More Police / Less Crime - 22, 4%
More Sports / Leisure Facilities - 23, 4%
Provision for Youth Activities - 13, 2%
Provision for the Elderly / Disabled - 10, 2%
Protect / Enhance Green Spaces / Wildlife - 32, 6%
Infrastructure Can't Cope (roads, schools, GPs etc.) - 40, 7%
Parking Issues - 60, 11%
Improve Transport Network - 52, 9%
Manage Speed Limits - 15, 3%
Consult Younger People / Facebook / Online Survey - 13, 2%
Council / Tenants Must Maintain Properties - 2, 0%
Preserve (Village) Character / Heritage - 25, 4%
Repair Roads - 10, 2%
Improve Footpaths / Cycle Lanes - 10, 2%
Improve Environment / remove weeds / more planting / park facilities - 49, 9%
Prevent dog fouling / litter etc. - 49, 9%
More Community Events / Family Friendly - 20, 4%
No More Airport Expansion - 8, 1%
Create More No Cold Caller Zones - 4, 1%
The key issues were: 11% Parking issues
9% Dog fouling, improve the environment and improve transport network
7% Infrastructure can’t cope
6% Sustainable development and protect and enhance green spaces
5% No more building
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Appendix 3A – Additional Business Letter and Questionnaire
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Appendix 3B – Additional Business Questionnaire Response Summary
The Business Questionnaires were mailed to 1,210 Horsforth businesses and there were 104
responses.
The free – form comments (all of them) made by the respondents are shown below the question
tables.

DESIGN
QUESTION 1 - What is your view on materials to be used in new buildings?
Traditional materials and methods should be used
Modern materials and methods should be used
A mixture of traditional and modern materials and methods should be used
Another statement (see comments below)
QUESTION 2 - What is your view on the design of new buildings?
They should always be built in a traditional style
They should match existing surrounding buildings
They should be distinctive and not feel like 'estates'
Another statement (see comments below)
QUESTION 3 - What other things should the plan cover in terms of design?
Shop frontages and signage
Designing out anti-social behaviour and crime
Street furniture and street scene
Another statement (see comments below)

EDUCATION
QUESTION 4 - How would you prefer to see the number of places at our schools increase?
Expansion of all our schools
Expansion of one or two schools
Provision of a new 'Free School' primary school
Another statement (see comments below)
QUESTION 5 - What must happen before school expansion can take place?
On-site parking for all staff should be compulsory
Traffic and parking restrictions should be imposed
On-site drop off parking must be provided
Another statement (see comments below)
QUESTION 6 - Trinity University wants more students - what would be the best solution?
On campus accommodation should be expanded
More parking on campus should be provided
Students should be encouraged to live in the community
Another statement (see comments below)

Response
13
2
24
5
7
17
16
7
27
29
30
7

Response
16
5
6
13
26
29
20
6
26
20
17
6
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LEISURE
QUESTION 7 - Horsforth has many pubs inside its boundaries, how do you view them?
There are about the right number
There are too many
Are there any pubs/facilities that we should keep by identifying them as an asset?
QUESTION 8 - What type of leisure facility do you use outside Horsforth?
Swimming pool
Cinema
Health Club
Something else (see comments below)
QUESTION 9 - Which of Horsforth's leisure facilities is the most important?
Sports fields and clubs
Library
Community Centres
Hall Park
Something else (see comments below)

CONSERVATION
QUESTION 10 - What should we retain and conserve about Horsforth?
Distinctive and historic buildings and features
Green spaces and countryside
The village identity
Wildlife habitats
Another statement (see comments below)
QUESTION 11 - How should we deal with Horsforth's three conservation areas?
They should be strengthened and expanded
They are out of date and need reviewing
Other parts of Horsforth deserve the same status
Another statement (see comments below)
QUESTION 12 - How should we deal with heritage buildings that are not already protected?
Allow them to be modified or demolished at will
Retain them where possible
Seek to have them listed
Another solution (see comments below)

Response
36
3
0
36
34
18
6
14
10
7
27
1

Response
27
35
30
21
1
34
3
2
3
2
33
10
2
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YOUTH AND THE RETIRED
QUESTION 13 - How can developers help deliver facilities for the youth of Horsforth?
Include open spaces in their development
Provide activities such as skate parks
Provide funding for services in Horsforth
Another statement (see comments below)
QUESTION 14 - Please suggest where facilities for youth and retired people be provided
Where could additional youth or retired people's facilities be located? (see comments)
What facilities did you have in mind? (see comments below)
QUESTION 15 - How can developers deliver facilities for retired people in Horsforth?
Provide affordable retirement housing
Provide sheltered retirement accommodation
Provide funding for services in Horsforth
Another statement (see comments below)

RETAIL
QUESTION 16 - What type of shopping street scene do you most favour?
Traditional shop frontages
Shopping 'Mall' type developments
Modern supermarkets
Another statement (see comments below)
QUESTION 17 - How can we best help preserve independent shops?
Planning restrictions on use of shops
Greater parking provision in shopping areas
More time restrictions to prevent all day parking
Another statement (see comments below)
QUESTION 18 - Is there any type of shop we should not encourage?
Charity shops
Takeaways
Hair and beauty salons
Another statement (see comments below)

Response
22
16
25
7
0
0
25
22
23
4

Response
36
1
3
5
13
30
9
5
23
26
11
14
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INFRASTRUCTURE
QUESTION 19 - Horsforth roundabout will be improved; what other can roads be improved?
Please identify any road infrastructure issues of which you are aware (see comments)
How can this be improved? (see comments below)
QUESTION 20 - What services do you feel need larger provision?
Doctors
Dentists
Schools
Anything else (see comments below)
QUESTION 21 - What improvements to transport provision would benefit you?
Bus services
Rail services
Extra parking spaces
Footpaths
Cycle routes
Anything else (see comments below)

ENVIRONMENT
QUESTION 22 - Which environmental issues are most important to you?
Litter, fly tipping and graffiti
Noise pollution
Green belt and green spaces
Another statement (see comments below)
QUESTION 23 - What environmental restrictions should apply to housing, old and new?
Paving over gardens should be discouraged
New housing should have gardens
Housing should be environmentally sustainable
Another statement (see comments below)
QUESTION 24 - What other environmental issues should we include?
Microgeneration (solar panels or domestic windmills)
We should encourage recycling
We should encourage sustainable development
We should designate community green spaces
Another suggestion (see comments below)

Response
0
0
10
7
12
6
8
14
20
9
20
8

Response
22
7
21
4
12
26
24
8
17
31
23
28
2
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EMPLOYMENT
QUESTION 25 - Should the NP address issues relevant to job creation and local business?
No
Yes
Suggestions (see comments below)
QUESTION 26 - What type of businesses are suited to Horsforth?
Retail
Light industrial
Office based
Other suggestion (see comments below)
QUESTION 27 - Should the neighbourhood plan seek to encourage more of these?
Retail
Light industrial
Office based
None

Response
8
21
7
29
18
31
4
18
15
20
4

HAVE WE MISSED ANYTHING

Response

Other final notes or suggestions given by people

4

ABOUT YOU
Post codes given
Ages given in total (comprising of following breakdown)
Under 18
18-25
26-35
36-50
51-65
Over 65
Final notes given
Contact information given, sufficient for further contact

Response
31
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
16
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Free-form business response comments in question order.
1 - What is
your view on
materials to be
used in new
buildings?

3 - What other
things should
the plan cover
in terms of
design?

4 - How would
you prefer to
see the
number of
places at our
schools
increase?

If fits with street scene
Dry stone walls
Modern energy-efficient methods should be used whilst attempting to fit in with the
neighbourhood look and feel
Avoid the pitfalls of council building in the 60s e.g. Shipley centre
To fit in with current areas
Sympathetic to existing, not necessarily matching
Respect environment for next generation, create safe place
Stone
Yorkshire stone
Distinctive but sympathetic to existing properties
Not like insurance building on Featherbank Lane
Sympathetic to the surroundings
High quality public realm, resist tarmac and unnecessary signage
Pedestrian ways
Upgrade parking areas e.g. Town Street opposite Morrison’s
Solar panels recycling
Clean streets, litter chewing gum

No garish signs and areas to conceal bins
Include schools, newsagents, mini-marts to sustain developments
Secondary education
Horsforth secondary plus primary with available land not sports fields
Think about our children
Consult Horsforth Children Services
No school expansion
Expand existing schools where possible, otherwise build new
Perhaps a new school
No academies or free schools
Expand schools with additional housing

St Mary's RC and Westbrook Lane
Newlaithes and Broadgate
Build new schools
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New primary and secondary school, Horsforth School too big
Promote green travel plans, encourage non-car use
Better public transport, speed cameras, cycle lanes
Pupils encourages to walk/cycle to school
Horsforth school back to local authority control
Roads already congested, especially A65
Admit local pupils only, get rid of sibling rule to reduce traffic
On street parking problems near university
University an asset not a hindrance
Stop charging students for parking
Build flats close to campus
Keep size as is
Amenities closer to campus, mini-market etc.
Library and park
Paris restaurant
Parks
Horsforth needs leisure facility
Restaurants
Dance Hall
Restaurants
Squash court, community halls for Pilates
Leisure in Horsforth vital for the community
Preserve independent shops, restaurants, stop chains e.g. Costa Greggs
Protect the asset don't strangle development, open-minded
Hunger Hills
Conservation level acceptable
Consider each building individually, change is sometimes better
Try to return but be open to modification if beneficial
Developers are creative, work positively to benefit all
Innovation and enterprise centres
All weather pitches
Unused office space to children's creative arts projects
Provide quality environment by economic expansions
Skate park at Cragg Hill fields
Developers contribute to a new school and other facilities
Hall Park old stables to community café
Use school and college indoor/outdoor facilities out of hours
Leisure centre
Town Street Youth Club
Look at every vacant building or unused land, facilities for both old and young
Expand existing facilities
Low Lane and close to the park, swimming pool needed and more open space
Attached to the schools. Creative computing, media video design
Library
Ensure they are on a decent bus route and well lit
In the park - meeting and facilitating places
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Parking on Broadway for attending carers and ambulances
All weather pitch next to skateboard park
In Hall Park
Children's creative arts - theatre, dance, retired people tea dance meeting rooms
Where are you going to build additional housing, share the land, residential care, youth clubs
can operate from existing halls
Clariant site - youth club community centre, multi-purpose rooms
Near Hawksworth Road, old water works, skate park
Swimming, sports centres for young and old
14 - Where
could
additional
youth or
retired
people's
facilities be
located and
what facilities
do you have in
mind?

17 - How can
we best help
preserve
independent
shops?

St Margaret's Hall upgrade
Town Street & New Road Side vacant shops
Building of private retirement housing
Where 50 houses built, 5 beds made for retirement
Parking on Broadway for attending carers and ambulances
Quality expansion will improve community for all
Independent shops restaurants retain distinctive feel
Support quality of public realm
Parking needed for New Road Side
Traditional shop fronts more suitable
Don't spoil parades of shops, e.g. cash for clothes, garish posters look awful
Offer business incentives for new retail providers
Parking is fine, don't change it
Local authority assistant with finding for new enterprises
Retail expansion support

Restrict Large Chains
sustainable businesses
Tattoo parlours, book makers, bargain booze
Diversity and flexibility, full shops are better than empty ones
Restaurants and bars
Betting shops
Betting shops
Supermarkets
Estate Agents
Tory HQ in Town Street
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Far too many charity shops, more independents
General retail
M&S
Betting shops
Opticians
Too many new developments stop building
Station road narrow, busy at top, relocate bus stops, one way
Horsforth roundabout always the issue
Parking Hall Lane sunny days/ events etc. dangerous blind spots double yellow lines
Roundabouts Old Ball, Station Road Town Street
Lack of cycle lanes to A65, create them
Station Road/Troy junction, top of Lister hill. Lights? Roundabout?
Speed cameras on Fink Hill, traffic lights at Old Ball junction
Between top of Newlay Wood road and Newlay Wood Crescent, adopt and resurface
Rodley roundabout affects Horsforth
Improve junction bottom of Town Street / Hall Lane, roundabout
Junction of Broadway and Calverley Lane South, Clariant side lethal, traffic island
Top of Broadgate Lane, mini-roundabout or traffic lights
Town Street - pedestrianize at least 9-6
Broadway house access and parking - widen road improve junction, give houses access to
their drives/front gardens, drop kerbs
All roads around Newlaithes School - build car park facing school
Better cycle paths, feel safer, create a barrier from cars
Scotland Lane widen footpaths
Woodside roundabout needs lights, drivers cheating queuing traffic
West End Lane outside school parking on both sides of road, parking restricted to one side
only
Parking around Newlaithes school, take some of the field to create drop-off point
Outwood Lane speeding
19 - Please
identify any
road
infrastructure
issues of which
you are aware
and how can
this be
improved?

West End Lane/Rise speed restriction
Green space
Car parks
Youth club
Sports centre
Parking at airport a joke
Not applicable as business
Hall Park parking
Re-open Calverley and Rodley stations with car parking facilities
Old station by Clariant
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Parking for residents of Broadway - Stanhope Drive to Bank Ave - restore footpath behind
open gates opposite Bank Ave
LBA need for underground system / tube
Get people out of cars
With parking not enough room for cycling lanes
With smooth surface not patched with pot holes
Hunting with dogs Cragg Wood / Low Hall Road
Car Park behind Fultons Town Street - remove litter, vegetation and resurface. Morrison’s
same
Stop building
Safe cycle routes, pavements protected from parked cars
Brown sites first
Adequate on-site parking for flats including visitor spaces
Larger detached housing
Clariant houses crammed
Encourage sympathetic innovation
Solar panels on all new builds
Yorkshire stone
Off-street parking and/or garages
Include light industrial and enterprise centres
Pavements and cycle paths throughout, no parking on pavements
financial assistance to encourage use of empty premises
Not as a primary reason for new development
Encourage new business
Professionals to work locally
Support business ventures
Not sure how many local people work in Horsforth
25 - Should the
Neighbourhood
plan address
issues relevant
to job
creation?
Give jobs to local people
Small businesses, start-ups, entrepreneurs
Enterprise centre
Leisure
All businesses
Have we
missed
Services in the park should be improved, it's the peoples' park, stables are wasted as store for
anything?
garden equipment - redevelop
Traffic at peak times but no solutions, rat runs, improvements to H. roundabout might help
Street cleaning especially Town Street, road sweeping, litter bins, more police
Greater police presence by Clariant, fly-tipping, sex-dogging, drug abuse, vandalism
Band Stand in Hall Park wants repairs
For living quality state of streets important, authorities and community should work together
When business comes to Horsforth provide parking spaces
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Appendix 4A - Additional Consultation Questionnaire on Specific New Proposed Site Allocations
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Appendix 4B – Summary of Additional Consultation on Specific New Proposed Site Allocations

Horsforth Town Council
Community Consultation on
Additional Site Allocations for Horsforth, January
2015

Summary of Responses from Survey carried out
during September 2015

Supporting information for the preparation of
Horsforth Neighbourhood Plan
Horsforth Town Council, Mechanics Institute, Town Street, Horsforth, Leeds LS18 5BL
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Outline
This document contains the analysed responses of a 1,018 Horsforth resident surveys carried out
during September 2015. The survey concentrated on additional sites in Horsforth that were added by
Leeds City Council (LCC) to the Leeds Site Allocations Plan draft in January 2015. Later, LCC combined
several of these sites and renumbered them. The current site numbers and names considered here
are HG2-41, known as Strawberry Fields, and HG2-43 Horsforth Campus (Park Lane College). At the
time of preparation of this survey LCC had not made the combination or renumbered the sites. The
sites involved (as defined in the LCC Site Allocations Plan draft) are:
HG2 41 - which includes original sites 4240 (Strawberry Field) and 4246 (Woodside Mill), the
latter of which was split to identify two sections, one built (brown field) and a paddock (green
field). These are referenced within questions 1 to 3 in the survey.
HG2 43 – which was split into two sections for the purposes of the survey - the existing built
education site (brown field) and the surrounding fields (green field).
These sites are in green belt, as designated in the Leeds Unitary Development Plan of 2006.
This survey was carried out by Horsforth Town Council to identify and report resident’s response to
the previously un-consulted inclusion of these sites into the Site Allocation Plan draft published in
January 2015. The questionnaire was hand delivered to 9,000 LS18 postcodes (all of Horsforth), with
about 480 questionnaires being specifically hand delivered or collected from the Library or Town
Council Offices. The response of 1,018 is about 11% of the home deliveries. The questionnaire was
not delivered to local businesses.
The questionnaire is reproduced in the Appendices 1 to 3 at the end of this report. Five multiple
choice questions were asked dealing with the 5 split sites detailed above. Respondents were asked to
rank their response as very suitable (1), may be suitable (2), no opinion (3), unsuitable (4), and protect
the site (5). Respondents were asked to supply their postcode and other contact details for the Town
Council to contact them if required. In the analysis, a free-form comment section was also created for
those writing in comments on their response sheets.

Introduction
Horsforth Town Council carried out a consultation on proposed housing sites (detailed in Leeds’s
Issues and Options site proposals) for Horsforth in the summer of 2013. Since then Leeds City Council
has added some key sites to its proposed Site Allocations Plan for Horsforth, for the next 13-year
period. Leeds City Council has now identified sites that it believes may be suitable for 2000+ houses in
Horsforth – one third of the proposed allocation for the whole of North Leeds.
The revised draft Leeds Site Allocation Plan was presented in January 2015, and Horsforth Town
Council wanted to hear resident’s views on these extra sites and gauge their impact on Horsforth.
Horsforth Town Council is also working on its Neighbourhood Plan, which is strongly related to these
sites and will shape how they might be developed, but not the number of them. The Town Council
therefore sent this questionnaire to every household in Horsforth and made available questionnaires
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at the Town Council office and Horsforth Library. There was also wide circulation of electronic
versions of the questionnaire via Facebook, email and on the Horsforth Town Council website. Over
200 additional requests for questionnaires were dealt with by direct house deliveries.

Responses to this consultation will help the Council to fully understand and represent our
community’s views and be used to shape the Neighbourhood Plan for Horsforth.

Summary
1,018 responded to the survey. This is about 11% of the households within Horsforth.
Q1. The large green field part of HG2-41 (formerly known as site 4240) Strawberry Field should be
protected from development. The response to this was the strongest reply within the survey.
Q2. The buildings forming the brown field part of Woodbottom Mills (formerly part of site 4246) are
considered by respondents to be suitable for development.
Q3. The paddock forming the green field part of Woodbottom Mills (formerly part of site 4246) is
considered to be unsuitable and should be protected from development.
Q4. The fields forming the green field part of Horsforth Campus (Park Lane College, formerly part of
site 5009) are considered unsuitable for development and should be protected. This response is the
second strongest within this survey.
Q5. The buildings forming the brown field part of Horsforth Campus (Park Lane College, formerly part
of site 5009) are considered both suitable and unsuitable for housing development, with a roughly
evenly split response that leans towards unsuitability and protection.
Q6. 937 respondents gave contact details of one kind or another.
Free-form comments. 60 free-form comments were made on the responses. These have been subdivided by topic, and briefly summarised below.
Development – No more housing. Roads, schools and doctors already overstretched. All sites might
be suitable but depends on the type of housing and traffic access / egress. Build on brown field sites
first.
Protection of sites – Protect especially site 4240, green belt and wildlife corridor.
Education – Site 5009 (Horsforth Campus) should be retained for educational use. Schools are
needed. Site 4240 might be suitable for a school.
Infrastructure – There is already severe traffic congestion on A65, A6120 Ring Road and the Horsforth
and Rodley roundabouts. Any development must include for infrastructure improvement before
development. No to the airport link road.
General comments and Other Comments – (Report author’s note – Included here, as people
submitted them).
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Survey Question 1 – Please tell us your view on the site (as identified on the
map inside) by ticking the box with which you most agree:
Site No. 4240 – Fields between A65 / A6120 roundabout and Rawdon Crematorium.

Data
Q1. Site 4240

Part of HG2-42 Strawberry Fields
Option
Number

Response
%

Response Count

Very suitable

1

3.9 %

39

May be suitable

2

5.8 %

58

No opinion

3

1.5 %

15

Unsuitable

4

10.0 %

101

Protect

5

78.8 %

794

Answered

98.9%

1007

Skipped

1.1%

11

Answer Options

Median (See note 1)

5

Mean (See note 2)

4.54

SD (See note 3)

1.04

Comments
This response is the clearest in this report. Responding residents want this site protecting from
development. Statistical data absolutely supports this.
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Survey Question 2 – Please tell us your view on the site (as identified on the
map inside) by ticking the box with which you most agree:
Site No. 4246 (lower section) Former Mill site at Woodbottom Mills.

Data
Q2. Site 4246 Mill site

Part of HG2-42 Strawberry Fields
Option
Number

Response
%

Response Count

Very suitable

1

16.2 %

162

May be suitable

2

35.2 %

353

No opinion

3

11.4 %

114

Unsuitable

4

8.2 %

82

Protect

5

29.1 %

292

Answered

98.5%

1003

Skipped

1.5%

15

Answer Options

Median (See note 1)

2

Mean (See note 2)

2.99

SD (See note 3)

1.5

Comments
The majority of responses indicate the Mill built brownfield site may be suitable for housing. 51.3%
(515) of responses indicate the site to be very suitable or may be suitable, compared to 37.3% (374)
who feel the site should be protected or is unsuitable.
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Survey Question 3 – Please tell us your view on the site (as identified on the
map inside) by ticking the box with which you most agree:
Site No. 4246 (upper section) Red Brick Cottage paddock (adjacent to Woodbottom Mills).

Data
Q3. Site 4246 paddock

Part of HG2-42 Strawberry Fields
Option
Number

Response
%

Response Count

Very suitable

1

11.0 %

110

May be suitable

2

23.6 %

236

No opinion

3

12.2 %

122

Unsuitable

4

10.7 %

107

Protect

5

42.6 %

427

Answered

98.4%

1002

Skipped

1.6%

16

Answer Options

Median (See note 1)

4

Mean (See note 2)

3.5

SD (See note 3)

1.49

Comments
Most responses indicate the Mill paddock green field site should be protected from housing
development. 53.3% (534) of responses indicate the site to be unsuitable or should be protected from
housing development, compared to 34.6% (346) who feel the site is very suitable or may be suitable.
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Survey Question 4 – Please tell us your view on the site (as identified on the
map inside) by ticking the box with which you most agree:
Site No. 5009 (Fields) Green field sections of Leeds City College (Formerly Park Lane).

Data
Q4. Site 5009 Fields

Part of HG2-43 Horsforth Campus
Option
Number

Response
%

Response Count

Very suitable

1

6.6 %

66

May be suitable

2

13.4 %

134

No opinion

3

3.5 %

35

Unsuitable

4

17.8 %

179

Protect

5

58.7 %

589

Answered

98.5%

1003

Skipped

1.5%

15

Answer Options

Median (See note 1)

5

Mean (See note 2)

4.09

SD (See note 3)

1.32

Comments
Respondents want this site to be protected from housing development – 58.7% (589), with the
combination of both protection and unsuitable responses being 76.8% (768) of responses. 20% (200)
responses indicate the site very suitable or may be suitable. The statistical calculations indicate the
strength of the response.
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Survey Question 5 – Please tell us your view on the site (as identified on the
map inside) by ticking the box with which you most agree:
Site No. 5009 (Buildings) Leeds City College (Formerly Park Lane) built sections.

Data
Q5. Site 5009 buildings

Part of HG2-43 Horsforth Campus
Option
Number

Response
%

Response Count

Very suitable

1

14.7 %

147

May be suitable

2

31.1 %

311

No opinion

3

5.1 %

51

Unsuitable

4

15.9 %

159

Protect

5

33.3 %

333

Answered

98.3%

1001

Skipped

1.7%

17

Answer Options

Median (See note 1)

3

Mean (See note 2)

3.22

SD (See note 3)

1.53

Comments
A majority response is not clear, with both may be suitable and unsuitable recording similar
responses. Additionally, very suitable and suitable responses (45.8% (459)) and unsuitable and
protect responses (49.2% (492)) clearly indicate split opinion. The response leans towards
unsuitability and protection of the site.
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Survey Question 5 – Please provide your contact details. (Voluntary)
This information was requested for the purposes of:
1. Response validation and overall survey validity
2. Determine geographical spread of responses
3. Provide means of follow up for the Town Council, should this be desired.
Data
Q6. Respondent information
Response
%

Response
Count

Name

77.4 %

725

Address

74.5 %

698

Postal Code

98.8 %

926

Email Address

56.0 %

525

Phone Number

49.6 %

465

Answered

92.0%

937

Skipped

8.0%

81

Answer Options

Respondent Information
120.0%
100.0%

80.0%
60.0%
40.0%
20.0%
0.0%
Name

Address

Post Code

Email
Address

Phone
Number

Comments
The responses giving specific postcodes were LS18 – 2, LS18 4 – 484 (51.7%), LS18 5 – 437 (46.6%),
LS19 – 12, LS20 – 1 and LS7 – 1. LS18 4 postcodes represent areas to the south of Horsforth and LS18
5, the north. There is therefore a reasonable split of responses geographically, especially as the
questionnaire sites involved are sited in the south of Horsforth. Where postcode was not given, but
address was, postcode has been added to the respondent’s data.
The provision of 937 (92%) address information responses is an indication of the validity of the total
response, where only 8% of responses chose anonymity.
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Free-form Comments
Although space was not given on the survey response for comments, 60 responses were included. 1
response was a letter to the Clerk of Council, and the points from this letter are summarised in the
full comment list below.
These comments have been split into topics, with the summary numbers of responses being: •
•
•
•
•
•

Development – 8
Protection of sites – 5
Education – 11
Infrastructure – 25
General comments – 4
Other comments – 7
Total comments - 60

Where there are numbers 1 to 5 in the comments, these refer to the questions in the survey: Q1 – Site 4240, now part of HG2-41.
Q2 – Site 4246 (former Woodbottom Mill buildings), now part of HG2-41.
Q3 – Site 4246 (paddock adjacent to Woodbottom Mill), now part of HG2 – 41.
Q4 – Site 5009 (Fields), now part of HG2-43.
Q5 – Site 5009 (Buildings), now part of HG2-43.
Data
Q7. Free-form comments
Answer Options

Response
%

Response
Count

Made comment

5.9%

60

Skipped

94.1%

958

Comments listed by topic
Development (9 responses)
No! No more housing round Horsforth roundabout!!
No more homes! We are gridlocked on roads, schools and doctors already.
All land is suitable for housing - what do you mean? We need to know what sort of houses are to be built
and where the traffic will leave the sites.
Build on brownfield sites. There are plenty of them. Developers like greenfield because it costs them less.
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1. 4240, needs dividing - far too big, some sites may be suitable.
5. 5009, Unsuitable, Only the bottom below building.
1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 No. It's a small village.
No more houses - leave Horsforth alone. Lived in Horsforth for 49 years. Fed up with new development.
Lived on Victoria Gardens and Broadgate Lane and love my town - as it is!
1. Spoils peace of the cemetery. 4. What about the cemetery? 5. Very close and therefore inappropriate.
So disappointed in the way Horsforth has been spoiled. I am moving to York.

Protection of sites (5 responses)
I strongly agree that site 4240 should be protected.
Horsforth needs protection from any further development.
1 and 5. Green belt parts must be preserved for access by Horsforth residents. I walk many footpaths there
1. Green belt connection, if built lost forever. Built area separation lost. Schools etc. already overloaded.
Green belt should be protected.
Build on derelict land leave green sites alone please.
1. Part of wildlife corridor feeing into valley of River Aire. Allow wildlife to move in an out of the city.

Education (11 responses)
5. Already an educational; site and should be maintained as that.
4 and 5. Only suitable as an education site.
5. should be developed as a school.
Can you please explain the yellow hatchings on site 1202?
5009, this site should be kept for education.
4. and 5. are more suitable for local schooling needed by the new housing.
5. College buildings should be adapted for school use and playing fields.
5. should be a school.
Where will children go to school? Not enough schools as it is.
1. needs a new primary school and extra high school places.
4. and 5. for a split site would reduce the need to expand the existing Horsforth School site.
4. and 5. should become school with swimming pool.
1. and 5. suitable for school.

Infrastructure (25 responses)
4240(1) & 5009(4 and 5) these sites could cause traffic problems. There may be a Covenant on Plot
1014.
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1. and 5. A65 and Ring Road already too congested.
All sites: must be subject to additional supporting infrastructure.
These proposals will gridlock Horsforth at peak times.
Roads, will they cope with all this housing.
I work in Horsforth and I am concerned about effect on A65.
The A65 is full; we need a new Ring Road around Horsforth, before new houses are built.
Far too much traffic already without deliberately causing further congestion.
No No No No link road through fields to airport please.
Services cannot cope with this overload not to mention the roads.
Housing overload for Horsforth / Rawdon!
Housing density, transport congestion is at a high level. Further development would increase this.
If keep building in Horsforth, I'll be moving. So busy I cannot get out of my street compared to 10 years
ago.
With all these the Ring Road will not cope.
Traffic / road / services unsustainable now. All this makes Horsforth part of inner city Leeds.
Too much traffic. Too much loss of green space already in Horsforth
All sites - enforce provision of infrastructure.
Provision of infrastructure more important than extra housing at the moment. New built houses should
be affordable rather than executive.
The roads are in gridlock now. Building more houses will end in no car movement on any roads. No
more houses.
Main roads already congested most of the day. So with hundreds more 3 and 4 bedroomed houses with
cars, which most houses have, is unthinkable. Houses being built are of this size and not smaller. All
our services are overstretched and especially hospitals that cover our area.
Difficult to make up mind about any further development when unknown about schools, GPs, rail links
etc.
2,3,4,5 only if infrastructure responds adequately.
All sites suitable but infrastructure is needed to avoid gridlock.
More schools, supermarkets & DIY stores needed.
Roads in Horsforth cannot carry any more traffic. Area already too overcrowded. Area cannot sustain
further development.
Main concerns are road network - inadequate. Also schools and other services
No provision for improved infrastructure
New bridge crossings required to ease traffic.
Clayton Quarry site should be housing. Why aren't you asking the right questions?
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General Comments (4 comments)
Could you actually care what the people of Horsforth are saying??!!!!
Kids won’t know what grass is. We don't have roads to cope. Has Rawdon got any? LCC don't give a damn
about Horsforth. Build on Woodhouse Moor.
Will we get crashed plane as before on houses.
These are family populated areas and kids need green space. Schools are over full already. What about
field for sale in West End Lane area? Why is there no room for comments?

Other Comments (7 responses)
Is the site opposite Newlaithes School still going to be built on?
This is not a valid postal address – (note from MGH).
Map hard to read, I nearly didn't bother responding.
Only have one form for two people, nearly threw in bin with other junk mail. Others may have.
Email letter to Clerk. Not reproduced here. (Comments all extracted above).
LCC are tossers and will do what they want and ride roughshod over people's views.
Address given as: - “The working-class man in the street who is fed up with LCC stupid P.C. policies.
They are a pathetic excuse for a council. I mean look at the leader, she looks like the village idiot.”
This is the worst map I have ever seen. Get a different job.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Notes
Note 1
Median: The midpoint at which all responses are evenly divided above or below, where 1 = “Very suitable”, and 5
= “Protect”.
Note 2
Mean: The average of all responses, where 1 = “Very suitable”, and 5 = “Protect”. A value of 3.5 sets the mean
response as above “No opinion”, but below “Unsuitable”.

Note 3
(SD) Standard deviation: The amount of spread of responses from the mean. The closer the SD to 1.0, the more
statistically significant is the result.
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Appendix 5A – Consultation Questionnaire on Vision, Objectives and Policy Intentions Document

HORSFORTH TOWN COUNCIL
Horsforth Neighbourhood Plan
Policy Intentions Document – November 2015
THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO INFLUENCE THE PLAN’S FINAL CONTENT - WE NEED YOUR FEEDBACK TO GET IT RIGHT!

Do you agree with the plan’s Vision and Objectives? (p.4)

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

Comments:

A.

Do you agree with the Green Environment Policies (p.6/7)
If you don’t agree, which ones don’t you agree with?

GE1

GE2

GE3

GE4

Comments:

B.

Do you agree with the Built Environment and Conservation Policies? (p.7/8)
If you don’t agree, which ones don’t you agree with?

BE1

BE2

Comments:

C.

Do you agree with the Development and Design Policies? (p.8/9)
If you don’t agree, which ones don’t you agree with?
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DD1

DD2

DD3

Comments:

D.

Do you agree with the Housing Policies? (p.9/10)

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

If you don’t agree, which ones don’t you agree with?

H1

H2

H3

H4

Comments:

E.

Do you agree with the Employment and Shopping Policies? (p.10/12)
If you don’t agree, which ones don’t you agree with?

ES1

ES2

ES3

Comments:

F.

Do you agree with the Community Facilities and Services Policies? (p.12/13)
If you don’t agree, which ones don’t you agree with?

CFS1

CFS2

CFS3

CFS4

Comments:

G.

Do you agree with the Traffic and Transport Policies? (p.13)
If you don’t agree, which ones don’t you agree with?
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TT1

TT2

TT3

Comments:

Possible Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) Priorities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Please rank 1 to 9

Tackling litter, fly-tipping and graffiti
Encouraging recycling
Provision of street furniture and signage
Subsidising business rates
Farmer’s and other community markets
Grant scheme for property improvements for shops and small businesses
Improving and providing new youth services / facilities
Improving and providing new elderly people services / facilities
Improving to non-adopted Horsforth paths

ABOUT YOU
It would really help us if you could give us your post code. There are a few more questions
about you that it would be helpful to know. Please only answer if you are comfortable
doing so.

What is your post code?

Would you like to be kept in touch with NP progress and receive an emailed copy of the
summary to these responses? Please provide your email address below so that the Town
Council can send you directly NP information and questionnaire results:

Horsforth Town Council will
publish the full results of this
consultation and use the response
to draw up a consultation version
of the full

NAME:
ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE NUMBER:

Neighbourhood Plan. This will go
out for further consultation to all of
Horsforth during 2016 and later be
tested for soundness by LCC.

EMAIL:
PLEASE FOLD AND RETURN YOUR COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE BEFORE FRIDAY 15TH JANUARY 2016
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Appendix 5B – Summary of Consultation on Vision, Objectives and Policy Intentions Document

Horsforth

Town
Council

Community Consultation on
Vision, Objectives and Policy Intentions
for the
Horsforth Neighbourhood Plan
Summary of Responses from Survey carried out
during January and February 2016

Supporting information for the preparation of
Horsforth Neighbourhood Plan

Horsforth Town Council, Mechanics Institute, Town Street, Horsforth, Leeds LS18 5BL
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Outline and Introduction
This document contains the analysed responses of Horsforth resident surveys carried out during
December 2015 to February 2016. The survey concentrated on draft texts for the Horsforth
Neighbourhood Plan specifically in the topics below: •
•
•

Vision – a statement of future expectations for Horsforth in respect of planning issues
relating to Leeds Core Strategy.
Objectives – A list of statements supporting the Vision statement.
Policy and Land Use Intentions – Seven sections setting out a series of outline policies for the
green environment, built environment and conservation, development and design, housing,
employment and shopping, community facilities and services, and traffic and transport.

The questionnaire and accompanying notes were hand delivered to 9,000 LS18 postcodes (all of
Horsforth), with about 200 questionnaires being specifically hand delivered or collected from the
Library or Town Council Offices. Additionally, social media and email lists were used to provide the
questionnaire and notes to about 1000 contacts, directing them to the Town Council website, where
the full document set could be downloaded. The questionnaire was not delivered to local businesses.
The questionnaire and notes are reproduced in the Appendices 1 to 3 at the end of this report. An
overall question was asked seeking acceptance or not, with comments, about the Vision and
Objectives statement. Seven individual questions were then asked about the seven policy topics
listed above seeking acceptance or not, allowing individual policies to be identified and for any
comments to be made. There was a question relating to the preferred use of Community
Infrastructure Levy (CIL) funds. The last section required input of a postcode at least, and other
contact information, on a voluntary basis.
Responses to this consultation will help the Town Council to develop further: -

The final text of the Visions and Objectives statement.
The detail of each of the various policies within the seven policy topics.

These will then form the draft text of a full version of the Neighbourhood Plan, which will then go out
to consultation with the local community and wider Leeds authorities.

Summary
200 responses were received to the survey. This is a disappointingly low response, but the
questionnaire came at a time when Horsforth residents have been subjected to multiple
questionnaires from the Town Council on the Neighbourhood Plan, and from Leeds City Council on
the Site Allocations Plan proposals and the Airport Link Road. Some have regarded this as too much
consultation!
Additionally, the content of the Policy Intentions Document was 14 pages of detailed information and
a map of sometimes complex planning content and it is possible that some regarded this as too much
for them to absorb.
Overall there is acceptance of the Vision and Objectives statements.
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Overall all the policy topics and the proposed outline policies were accepted. However, a few
commented that it was difficult to agree to undeveloped outline policies – but this will be addressed
in consultation of the full draft Neighbourhood Plan. There was a general desire for the policies to be
worded strongly, without ambiguity.
General comments and other Comments – These are set out on the following pages in full without
editing, and so therefore contain comments that may not be relevant and may be regarded in some
cases as derogatory. The relevant comments will be extracted and used to develop the final individual
policies. The original responses have been retained to tie the specific comment onto the policy
number that the comment is about.
Opening Question
Do you agree with the plan's Vision and Objectives? (page 4)
Answer Options
Yes
No
Comments

answered question
skipped question

Response
Percent

Response
Count

84.5%
15.5%

164
30
74
194
6

Objectives
90.0%
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%

Yes

40.0%

No

30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

Yes

No

Comments
Do you really need all those words? - plain English???
But I do not agree with the SAP sites for Horsforth!
Only if the WHOLE package is delivered.
I do not wish to see expansion of Trinity University.
Well balanced, includes all the key elements.
Too much 'unsympathetic' development - take the development of Bramley as an example!
The village identity will be lost, Horsforth will just become an extension of Kirkstall and Leeds.
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ALL elements are essential.
Mostly agree, but I would like to see more opposition to proposed housing.
If your intent is to preserve and conserve, stop Redrow building.
If your intent is to preserve and conserve built identity, someone should tell Redrow.
Stop Redrow and other housebuilding companies developing housing sites on green land.
Though I think it's a bit optimistic to suggest that infrastructure etc. will have kept pace with proposed housing
growth when there's no apparent current proposal(s) to do that within strategy policies.
Include a commitment to a full range of housing provision, i.e. sheltered and affordable housing.
I agree with all except expansion of Trinity University.
The roads and schools will not be able to cope, even with substantial improvements.
Integration is mentioned, but no mention specifically about LBA Rail Link or Woodside, or Calverley/Rodley
Stations or shambles of lack of car parking for Horsforth side or the road spur to LBA. Joined up thinking needed.
NO MORE HOUSES.
It would help if you had put the correct website name on your document!
Retaining the village identity and conserving heritage are very important.
I've been bidding since 1995 and you have never offered me one. Please, if there's any built can you offer me
one or two bedroom flat or house, if not I'm going to ombudsman, I have some priority.
Due to family illness and demands we are unable to access the policy document. We are particularly concerned
about any development on the A65 'Strawberry Fields' and the effect on an already inadequate A65.
Broadly agree, but Horsforth should reject the 'inevitable share'. There are vast under-used brownfield sites
elsewhere in Leeds.
It seems everything is covered.
The greenbelt needs to be preserved.
It merges Horsforth with Rawdon
This form is nonsensical / doesn't fit with what has been given / it needs completely re-issuing in a format that we
ordinary residents understand. Why wasn't it checked before issuing?
Can't be arsed to read some airbag Council document. Just noticed, you ought to send it out to get feedback.
No more houses 'not one', until we get 4 fly-over's - 1 Fleece Roundabout, 2 Woodside Roundabout, 3 Old Ball
Roundabout, 4 Junction Kirkstall Forge, Hawksworth Road, Abbey Road.
I agree, although it does feel very idealistic, aiming to achieve sustainable population growth, whilst preserving
infrastructure, town character and designated spaces - probably not very realistic in reality!
My overriding comment is that this questionnaire only really asks for comments on some vague policies that it
would be difficult to disagree with. It does not provide much opportunity to constructive comment on the plans
themselves.
I already feel the visions and Objectives are losing pace with realty after the initial development at Clariant.
Infrastructure (particularly road) is already at breaking point.
Appalling! The areas around Horsforth roundabout Rawdon Road, infrastructure cannot cope now and that's
before even all the new houses at Clariant come on stream!
Keen to preserve identity and ensure infrastructure supports growth in residential.
Objectives - agree.
Vision - a laudable one, but perhaps a dose of 'rose tinted glasses' about it. The outer urban and green space is
going to be facing enormous pressure now.
The Objectives to preserve the village identity and natural heritage and landscapes, whilst encouraging more
cycling and walking, are particularly important.
However positive the vision and Objectives are, it doesn't detract from the fact that I, along with many others in
Horsforth, do not accept the inevitable share of Leeds population and housing growth. Hasn't Horsforth had its
fair share of houses? Clariant, Riverside, Kirkstall Forge etc.? How can Horsforth's village identity possibly
remain intact with 2000 more houses?
More emphasis needed on the protection of the greenbelt. More emphasis on encouraging less car use.
Needs more focus on environmental implications and on protection of the greenbelt.
Horsforth is already too built up.
Eventual urban sprawl if all housing plans are allowed - then with the lack of greenbelt Horsforth / Rawdon /
Cookridge / Farsley will become as one.
VISION: Your vision will have totally changed by 2028.
OBJECTIVES: Your village identity and green spaces will be gone.
Good to have our say.
Limited development is fine, not on greenbelt and not on the scale proposed.
Too many houses, this was a village, not anymore.
We would not have a housing problem if we did not have open EU borders.
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The Utopian vista described is not compatible with the removal of a great many green spaces, loss of wildlife and
increased noise.
I do not agree with the premise that Horsforth needs to accept an inevitable share or quota of housing linked to
Leeds Core Strategy or that its green spaces will be protected or enhanced.
All the Objectives, with the exception of Trinity University, already too big.
Trinity University is already over-impacting nearby housing in terms of excessive on-street parking and litter.
'Growth' must include more onsite parking facilities.
Possible addition of 'as a minimum' before 'proportionate' in Objectives, bullet point 2, because infrastructure,
facilities and services are already stretched.
On the whole it would be difficult not to agree with these worthy Objectives - but words on paper are just that,
until they are actually implemented.
In theory, these are all desirable goals, however we have struggled to achieve them before excess building,
therefore I am worried that in practice - building will only make this worse.
Clear and well written.
No. I think there are too many new homes in Horsforth already - plus offices with no parking. I lived in a two up
two down, only gaslights, in Woodville Avenue with fields all around, now look at Horsforth. A town, a city nearly,
not enough road to take anymore.
It will be difficult to achieve.
Our feeling is that whatever we - the ordinary citizen - think, you will ignore us and do as you please. So there is
little significance in this survey.
We do not agree with developing areas 7 HG2-41 and 8 HG2-42 which will cause problems at the roundabout
due to the increase in traffic.
Difficult to see how to preserve Horsforth's 'village identity' if green space between Horsforth and Rawdon is for
building and road construction (Calverley Lane, airport link road).
Horsforth does not need any more houses or shops or new developments. I do not support the growth of Trinity
University.
How can you protect, enhance and add to Horsforth's natural heritage by approving the building of homes on
local green belt?
How can you protect, enhance and add to Horsforth's natural heritage by building in excess of 2,000 homes on
local green spaces?
I do wish we were not so bound to the whims of LCC and the Core Strategy
I fully support the Town Councils Plan. We must do everything we can to stop Leeds City Council from
decimating our green belt areas.
However, the rest of the plan does not properly reflect these Objectives, particularly regarding green space.
It is essential we protect Horsforth "village" identity rather than becoming an urban scrawl of the Leeds
Metropolis. We need to ensure that rail and public transport is improved before any future house building. The
state of the traffic is a major cause of pollution and stress in the vicinity of Horsforth.
Development is inevitable and must be welcomed BUT ONLY if it is sustainable by the means of ensuring the
traffic, health and educational needs of the area are satisfied.
Broadly, yes
I think the document sets the right tone for its purpose, but I remain very concerned by proposed housing
expansion, school place issues and traffic congestion.
The idea that Horsforth is a village of some sort is laughable. The current government is a stumbling block with
its attitude to planning regulations, house building and green issues.
There should be no building on green belt and the council should not support it
But yet to see this vision in practice particularly around health, schools and roads (transport).
The new Clarion site has not delivered yet the 30 bus runs every day, many times a day, without any passengers.
I agree with the visions and Objectives for Horsforth but feel it is unfair that their implementation is reliant on the
Leeds City Council planning policies.
Although I am disappointed to see the words 'accepted'. I feel all unsustainable development should be
challenged and stopped. Horsforth needs smaller scale developments for young couples - not 5 bedroomed
luxury detached houses.
I wish there were a way to resist many of the new housing proposals but given the circumstances the visions and
Objectives seem the best way to steer proposals.
The Vision and Objectives are fine, but as evidenced by the Housing section of the Policy and Land Use
Intentions (PLUID), HTC will have little or no say in where or how many houses are built in Horsforth and
therefore has little chance of achieving them. More worryingly, there are no plans for the development of new
schools or medical and dental services in the time frame covered by the Policy Intentions Document, and there
are no policy statements in the PLUID about how continual increases in traffic volumes will be managed.
Increasing the number of car parking spaces is not the answer.
I see no need to retain the library or activity centres unless there is sufficient demand/use. I am a cyclist (and car
user) but see no need to provide specific cycling facilities - nor any need for the Town Council to have a policy for
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less reliance on cars.
Horsforth is particularly hilly - and therefore with its inherent difficulties which limit the potential for cycling.
Horsforth is not an island and is a small area (when considering transportation) - and therefore the Town Council
cannot (and should not) waste its time in trying to influence car usage.

A).
Do you agree with the Green Environment Policies? (pages 6 and 7)
Answer Options
Yes
No
GE1
GE2
GE3
GE4
Comments

Response
Percent

Response
Count

85.8%
13.7%
10.5%
6.8%
7.4%
7.9%

163
26
20
13
14
15
49
190
10

answered question
skipped question

Do you agree with the Green Environment Policies? (pages 6 and 7)

100.0%
90.0%
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
Yes

No

GE1

GE2

GE3

GE4

Comments
GE1 - development is adverse.
Opposed to LCC proposals to develop upon the greenbelt.
Horsforth has sufficient 'urban sprawl'. No more please.
Plot 7 on proposed site allocation map is 'special area' yet up to 960 houses proposed?
GE1 - vital to retain that what separates Horsforth from Rawdon.
GE2 - where are the thoughts re airport link road?
Green / agricultural land must remain, any development on green is NOT acceptable.
Green land / agricultural land must remain; any development or enhancement is not acceptable.
If it's green / agricultural land, then leave it exactly that and stop developing on it.
No development on green space.
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Agree with all four.
HG2 - 46 - Delap Waterworks should not be developed for housing, should be amalgamated with the Outwood.
I don't disagree as such, but the term 'adverse' is subjective.
Protect green spaces at all costs.
GE4 - sensible but not excessive devotion on this one.
Eh? What page 6/7 - if doing this properly, supply the info.
No more houses, no more cars, until we get the roads put right.
A huge proportion of the proposed site allocations at in Conservation Areas or Special Landscape Areas. I
would want all other sites to be exhausted before these are considered.
Language is very vague and fails to identify what is the 'designated area'.
Needs to specifically protect urban green corridor against any development or change of use.
But if GE1 hasn't stopped housing sites HC2-2, 3, 4, 13, 41, then more of the special landscape area needs to
be made green space, e.g. all of the hill around Hunger Hills Wood, not just the wood.
If 2000 houses are built on greenbelt and other green spaces in Horsforth, the above offer at best piecemeal
attempt to offer tiny 'enhancements'. Protect our green spaces by not building on them in the first place.
More emphasis of the protection of the greenbelt.
No more houses under any circumstances.
Choose how well meaning, at the end of the day the powers in charge will do as they wish.
GE1 different building companies, will have different styles. GE2 to GE4 this space could be saved by sticking
to BROWN sites.
We used to have plenty of green fields, not anymore.
Horsforth's green areas have habitats and woodlands, not for housing.
Again, a Utopian statement, having lost a huge chunk of Horsforth's green spaces, is this relevant?
I do not agree with the premise that special landscape areas and green space should be built on. The most
effective way of protecting the green space is not to build on it.
Yes, in general, but I think that HG2-41 should be included in the greenbelt.
Strongly agree - need to aggressively protect green spaces.
Why is it everything green inside Horsforth has to be built on? Our estates are full of cars at school time, we
need better parking for cars. Look what you are doing for bike riders. More lay-bys, get rid of ugly grass verges,
and overhanging hedges and trees need to be kept tidy and not overgrown.
We must maintain our green space.
But much rests on the mechanism for identifying designated areas.
Be mindful of measures that would reduce the possibility of flooding: more trees, 'sink' areas etc.
One of the most important aspects of the neighbourhood plan!
A quiet, peaceful area cannot be enhanced by building houses on it.
I do not see how development with housing can enhance a quiet peaceful area.
These need to be as strong as possible to protect our green belt and green spaces
GE3 is not being taken seriously. If the land between Calverley Lane and A65 is built on this will completely
change the character of this area of Horsforth.
With the strongest possible requirement to protect Horsforth's Green Belt from being built on.
I am concerned that GE1 and GE4 do not go far enough as they only protect against 'adverse' development,
but not development full stop. We don't want Horsforth to be swallowed up on all sides and left with no green
space (e.g. Site Allocations 4 and 7 on the map are of particular concern - the Aire Valley is gradually being
swallowed up by developments).
Again it is a struggle against a central government which is not green. How do you hope to ensure compliance
of companies whose primary goal is profit?
Ge1 I don't agree with any development in Horsforth and think it's unnecessary
Ge4 will scientific data be used to identify nature conservation assets
GE1 is not adequately protective of Horsforth Special Landscape Area. I am opposed to any development at all
in these designated areas.
GE4 - Will scientific data and analysis be used to identify "nature conservation assets"?
How will you ensure this after all the builders and companies get contracts and start the work?
Our green spaces must be protected at all costs. No development should be allowed on green space - we have
more than enough brown space.
I agree in principal with the policies but feel there should be some provision to protect Special Landscape areas
against the over development proposed in the Leeds SAP
... but the LCC Site Allocation Plan will determine the classification of designated areas.
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B).
Do you agree with the Built Environment and Conservation Policies? (pages 6 and 7)
Answer Options
Yes
No
BE1
BE2
Comments

Response
Percent

Response
Count

91.4%
8.6%
3.2%
5.9%

171
16
6
11
28
187
13

answered question
skipped question

Do you agree with the Built Environment and Conservation Policies? (pages
6 and 7)
100.0%
90.0%
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
Yes

No

BE1

BE2

Comments
Again, if your idea is to keep Horsforth heritage, who let Redrow build their 'abode' range of homes? Utter
garbage!!!
Again, if your intent is to build sympathetically, who has allowed Redrow to build their 'abode' range? Absolute
garbage!
The new 'abode' range on Redrow, Low Hall Lane, are not in keeping with the area. They look dreadful.
Broadly speaking, however, the conservation areas should promote linkages / green wildlife corridors between
them and not be solely regarded as distinct areas.
Strongly agree, in particular 'St Margaret's' Church Hall and Calverley Lane former college buildings (BE1 and
BE2).
Important to get the list (BE2) in place before too late!
Rather vague policies.
Eh? What are you on about, there's no 7/8 - idiots.
Too many cars on the roads of Horsforth.
BE2 - it obviously depends on what is meant by 'sympathetic enhancement'.
Leave these areas as they are.
They might seem good in theory, but try putting into practice. All good intentions, don't always materialise.
Keep Horsforth a village.
But need to agree policies.
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The policies are incomplete and / or ambiguous. They also assume that development should take place in the
Local Heritage Areas.
To include Hunger Hill Woods.
Insufficient information.
More building means less green spaces to soak up water, the Boxing Day floods were bad enough, excess
building WILL make this worse.
What does special landscape areas mean?
But - see response to Q2.
I do not agree that building will protect the area.
I cannot agree that building will protect the area.
It is most important that the 3 conservation management plans are kept fresh and up to date. They should be
included as reference documents within the NP - along with the Horsforth Design Statement.
All proposed building / developments should protect heritage sites and be sympathetic to the locality.
You can't agree with something not set out yet.
Further consultation on specific areas
There should be further consultation on specific areas.
How can I comment when all of these are yet to be agreed and no details are there?

C).
Do you agree with the Development and Design Policies? (pages 8 and 9)
Answer Options
Yes
No
DD1
DD2
DD3
Comments

Response
Percent

Response
Count

91.0%
9.0%
4.2%
5.3%
3.7%

172
17
8
10
7
20
189
11

answered question
skipped question

Do you agree with the Development and Design Policies? (pages 8 and 9)

100.0%
90.0%
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
Yes

No

DD1

DD2

DD3
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Comments
There are many small businesses struggling due to the downturn and high rentals - will they be reimbursed if
they need to alter frontages to comply with policy?
This needs implementing now, not in 2017, it will be too late, developers cramming houses with no garden space.
This needs implementing now! (DD1) Space? See Redrow - no garden space. Cramming houses on small plots ugly new build.
This must be acted on now, too many houses in small space with no gardens. See Redrow.
Try to enforce shop frontages.
DD2 very difficult to alter firm's 'corporate image'!
Should also make it a requirement to change existing shop frontages which are not in keeping with guidelines
within a reasonable time frame.
The street scene is important and shop fronts and signage should respect this.
Again, how can these be agreed with when nothing concrete is set out. In practice what influence would
Horsforth Town Council actually have over large developers?
No more development is needed.
At the end of the day the developers have the upper hand and will do as they please.
Ref 21 is greenbelt and not for 30 houses, no, no, NO.
These policies are laudable, but as in Redrow’ s recent failure to plant trees, are they practical?
The policy as drafted is non-specific and open to interpretation.
But some recent shop frontages are too gaudy / out of character, e.g. nail bar opposite Morrison’s, hairdresser
opposite the library.
The muddy car park opposite Morrison’s could be a communal square or a presentable, neater and useable car
parking space.
But - see response to Q2.
However there needs to be an appropriate push to prevent all the housing development that is proposed.
Horsforth infrastructure cannot take the additional population.
I think it is too late. Development is already piecemeal and some vision of 1930s England is not what I want to
see. Good design but not stuck in the past.
IN theory yes but what is actually going to be set out?

D).
Do you agree with the Housing Policies? (pages 9 and 10)
Answer Options
Yes
No
H1
H2
H3
H4
Comments

answered question
skipped question

Response
Percent

Response
Count

74.9%
24.6%
10.7%
10.2%
16.0%
11.8%

140
46
20
19
30
22
59
187
13
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Do you agree with the Housing Policies? (pages 9 and 10)
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%

0.0%
Yes

No

H1

H2

H3

H4

Comments
Very concerned about the level of development proposed by LCC.
Too many houses.
Far too many residential houses proposed - the strain on schools, doctors, traffic pollution will be
unmanageable!
No more housing. What is built is not 'affordable housing'. The young people of Horsforth cannot afford any of
these houses.
Change 'may' to 'will'.
I do not wish to see any further development of housing in Horsforth, particularly in the green corridor.
Horsforth will topple over with more homes, stand up to LCC, no more homes.
Horsforth will topple over with more houses, stand up to LCC and their SAP. There are other spaces in Leeds
instead of our greenbelt.
You will swallow up and destroy Horsforth with more houses. Tell LCC and their SAP to look elsewhere and
leave the greenbelt.
Horsforth should not become a retirement village.
Infrastructure first (roads, stations, schools, parking, doctor and dental surgeries). Total suggested is unrealistic
- how many unoccupied houses in the area? Policies not strong enough.
However, the existing green buffer zones around Horsforth must be protected and remain.
Presumably McCarthy Stone gave commuted sums instead of 10 dwellings, Brownberrie Lane.
Mention is made of corresponding infrastructure development, but NOT in the policies.
Discriminating, I've waited since 1995, please offer me a property.
See first comment above.
Recent flooding should be taken into consideration.
H2 - promote the idea of underground car parks, especially for apartment type housing - fairly prevalent in
France.
We need more social housing, not 'affordable' homes.
This is a mess - pointless.
Roads or flyovers first, houses second.
How does building 4, 5, and 6 bed detached houses help the young and homeless - on cramped Horsforth
areas?
The policy should attempt to control the mix of housing types to ensure an adequate supply of 'affordable' and
starter homes, and also retirement and independent living homes.
H2, H3, H4 'must satisfy' the local community NOT 'may require'.
A much stronger statement required.
Rather than building new developments, surely it would be more beneficial to improve existing developments
and make them more accessible for those in need.
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Language such as 'may' and 'will set out' are not acceptable terms in a document such as this.
We need social housing as well as 'affordable'. Developers should provide local shops, doctors, etc.
The housing crisis means more social housing should be built, not 'less affordable', more social housing.
The Core Strategy has too many houses already suggested, building areas are on special landscape areas.
There will be very little green space left.
None of them - leave this area alone. There are plenty of brownfield sites to utilise.
Too many new build housing sites - eventually becoming urban sprawl - greenbelt erosion - and facilities
overwhelmed, e.g. health provisions, transport etc.
H1 - you have not allocated where the houses are.
H2 - money making scheme for the elderly.
I oppose all greenbelt development, ref no 7, 8, 4, 17, 14 and 15.
No. Too expensive for our children, 4 generations and have to live elsewhere.
Why should Horsforth pay the price? - greenbelt and for over building.
Sounds good, but practically every housing development is sorted out by the builder - any affordable housing
on Redrow yet?
The policies as drafted as incomplete and / or ambiguous, words such as 'may' and 'will set out' should not be
used. 'Will set out' is not complete. 'May' is open to interpretation.
Far too much housing for Horsforth.
We have many large under-occupied houses in Horsforth - but few bungalows to downsize to. Horsfordians
don't generally want to move to Cookridge to find a bungalow!
I agree with other areas, but would prefer further consultation regarding exact percentage of affordable housing.
If a developer promises to build a school for houses, then the school should be built FIRST.
No information.
Park Lane Campus - # - should be college education available locally - too much traffic.
The general Objectives appear ok, but we must satisfy ourselves that there is no building on 'green' areas until
all other options have been considered.
We do not agree with developing areas 7 HG2-41 and 8 HG2-42 which will cause problems at the roundabout
due to increase in traffic.
Affordable / retirement / disability provision will become even more important.
H3. Definition of 'affordable'?
H4. How is the evidence to be collected?
I would think people buying affordable housing would like to be on a bus route.
Will the provision of affordable housing, including retirement homes, be on a bus route?
No more new-builds in Horsforth.
H1: Allocated sites eat up way too much green space.
Compelling builders to do the right thing, building truly affordable eco-friendly houses seems to be impossible
(Clariant). I don't think numbers of new housing is a problem, but providing suitable infrastructure and services
is.
The policy ideas you have outlined are very non-specific with regards to the layout and design of developments.
Further consultation is needed with regards to specific development sites.
I would support increased provision for suitable housing for elderly and disabled people over and above the
Core Strategy requirements, which you have alluded to but not committed to in H4.
Very non-specific and needs further consultation regarding individual sites
I am really against further development on the green space along the A65, the roads are already grid locked,
and I’m concerned about the effect it will have on local wildlife. The green space is one of the things which
makes Horsforth such a nice place to live, and I can’t believe building housing estates on it is even being
considered.
Failed on or at the old Clarion paint factory site. Affordable housing: I think not with 4 and 5 bed houses coming
in at £450,000 to £600,000 more than my house is worth and mine is bigger in sq. feet.
There is no mention of housing for young people and families - who will the future life blood of Horsforth. I
would be disappointed to see our older residents given priority over young people. It is young people and
families who will see Horsforth prosper and develop.
As long as there is no over development
Will the policy have teeth or will it, like many other areas of the PLUID, be subservient in key areas to LCC?
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E).
Do you agree with the Employment and Shopping Policies? (pages 10 and 11)
Answer Options
Yes
No
ES1
ES2
ES3
Comments

Response
Percent

Response
Count

81.2%
17.7%
12.4%
12.4%
7.0%

151
33
23
23
13
42
186
14

answered question
skipped question

Do you agree with the Employment and Shopping Policies? (pages 10 & 11)

90.0%
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
Yes

No

ES1

ES2

ES3

Comments
I do not wish there to be ANY expansion of Trinity University.
ES1 / ES2 - change to what?
No further expansion acceptable due to lack of parking.
Retail outlets are essential in Horsforth, local businesses should be maintained and supported.
Cannot comment as the detail provided for change in use is not clear in the document provided.
University expansion is essential for the economy.
University should be permitted to expand, the campus is focal and well thought out.
Expanding universities should be allowed, if well thought out, this is a need.
Shopping and trade can only be improved by being linked to improved parking and public transport.
I do not want expansion of Trinity University in any form.
BUT too many charity shops; and control of fast food outlets etc. needs to be more strongly emphasised.
Generally New Roadside is a poor shopping centre, no worthwhile shops at all, only charity shops and
restaurants / eateries, far too many, can't buy a shirt in New Roadside.
Hope you can crack down on 'takeaways'.
I would agree with this if there was evidence of voids in these areas which does not appear to be the case.
Extremely vague, difficult to ascertain exactly what these policies mean!
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ES1 - provide underground car parking (chargeable) where possible, e.g. Crabtree site in Town Street.
Development should discourage more traffic.
80% of students do not live on campus, as this grows the policy needs to accommodate additional
infrastructure (particularly transport). The Council should also be mindful of the University NOT making its
planned growth in student numbers and the impact on the economy.
In part - need to park on / near the site.
Further non-retail use should be discouraged, particularly takeaways and bars, but better for the street scene to
have shops rather than empty and decaying premises.
Over the past few years, there has been a decline in retail on these sites - encourage more retail to encourage
localised shopping - investing more in our own economy.
Re Trinity University parking, my son (at Bath University) received written notification that he could not travel by
car to the campus (unless disabled). Why not tell Trinity University students the same?
Again, it's difficult to comment due to their draft nature, 'may set out' - NOT SPECIFIC.
Policies are vague. We do not need any more supermarkets, nor retail parks. Independent shops should be
encouraged. Expansion of the University should not be at the expense of more traffic
More supermarkets, expansion of University will bring more traffic, causing chaos with deadlocks. There are
enough supermarkets and retail parks - more independent shops and social housing is needed. And green
space.
Horsforth is fine as it is!!
Need money spent to keep Town Street shops open so the supermarkets don't take over. Build some more
manufacturing or light industry to employ people, not opening more takeaway shops etc.
Any new businesses, office or otherwise, must be able to provide enough parking for their needs and refrain
from using residential streets nearby as their own personal car park.
It's not always about shopping and employment - DO NOT destroy Horsforth.
Parking of student cards on the pavement near the junction of Layton Road / West End is a hazard and double
yellow lines need extending.
Difficult to comment except in specific cases, of 'non-retail' uses.
These policies are incomplete and are draft. Please ask whether I agree with them once completed.
High Streets should be retail establishments, preferably independent.
No more fast-food or coffee shop chains. More help for genuine independent High Street businesses and
retailers, NOT just charity shops.
No more fast-food or coffee shop chains. Independent shops, more help for genuine independent High Street
businesses (not charity shops).
Better public transport is required for students at Trinity. They should be discouraged from bringing their cars to
campus.
With a request for extended opening hours for any businesses which wish to do so (convenience stores,
supermarkets, catering, etc.).
area should be retained for retail use
The policy doesn't seem to exist as a policy.
We should keep, protect and support our local shops
Policy may set or policy might set.
Set what - not clear lacks details
But please can we also not allow any more Charity Shops

F).
Do you agree with the Community Facilities and Services Policies? (pages 12 and
13)
Answer Options
Yes
No
CFS1
CFS2
CFS3
CSF4
Comments

answered question
skipped question

Response
Percent

Response
Count

85.5%
14.5%
2.7%
4.8%
5.4%
4.3%

159
27
5
9
10
8
39
186
14
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Do you agree with the Community Facilities and Services Policies? (pages
12 and 13)
90.0%
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
Yes

No

CFS1

CFS2

CFS3

CSF4

Comments
It is disappointing that you did not investigate the capacity of local GP practices and dentists before issuing this
draft document, so a clear intention could be made on the issue for local people to comment on at this stage, it
being such an important issue.
I agree insufficient rail station parking is a real problem, clogging up local roads.
Also I just wonder if spending money on cycling routes is justified!
CFS3 needs to be stronger on school’s provision. 'Long term' plans need to align with housing plans. No good
building all the houses before the school places are available.
Will site refs HG1-96, 97 & 99 be in Horsforth secondary catchment?
Also to apply to existing schools.
You're selling out to the developers.
Selling out to the highest bidders, shame on you, keep Horsforth quaint like Shadwell, and don’t turn it onto
Seacroft.
Easy money selling out to all developers, that's what seems important to you, not the local Horsforth area.
I suspect that the majority of respondents will be in older age groups - care must be taken that this does not
bias services within the community away from the younger demographic.
New and existing private and state schools must have adequate parking and pick-up provision.
CFS1 replace 'will' with 'must'. CFS2 add 'must' between 'and MUST encourage'. In both CFS3&4 delete 'will'
and 'may' and replace with MUST.
HG2 - 43 should be retained for additional school requirements.
Drop off and pick up do need catering for.
I think that a stronger word than 'resist' should be used, e.g. 'oppose'.
Surely if we have 2000 new properties we will need more Doctors etc.?
What is all this?
A flyover over Newlay Bridge/Newlay Lane, a short cut to Bramley up Pollard Lane.
We need clean air to breathe - no more cars - more public transport.
Facilities and services are a main concern for me. The current situation is a key attraction for me living in
Horsforth and needs to be maintained.
Should say the policy 'will' NOT 'may' set out requirements.
Needs to be much more strongly worded.
Before we plan new school infrastructure, surely we should gauge how many young families will require them
and who will actually move into the proposed developments.
I don't agree with school drop-off areas. These encourage car use on the school journey, where most local
pupils would be better off walking to school.
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Hard to comment on incomplete policies and as has happened many times before, developers say one thing
but do not adhere to it.
Strawberry Fields is a poor choice for a new school. Horsforth College already has education buildings and
sports facilities.
No idea what you are talking about.
Try providing the young people, say between 13-18, with some new pastimes, keeping them off the streets and
out of trouble.
Impossible to predict until we have full knowledge of what building is going to occur in Horsforth in the near
future.
These policies are incomplete and are draft or a statement of intent, as opposed to policy.
Further medical facilities DEFINITELY needed if 3,000 houses are built!
Needs to include 'subject to evidence regarding need' i.e. should not be allowed or encouraged where not
needed.
School parking is an issue!
Good comment that 7 GP's doesn't necessarily mean more physical facilities. Could be done through change of
hours.
Should be 'enable' not merely 'welcome'.
20 mph zones around schools and parking management should be 'built in'.
With regards to new facilities for the community I strongly believe a hard surfaced 5-a-side football pitch should
be provided in Hall Park for use by the community.
Further Notes:
In addition to the suggested improvements to the skate park in Hall Park I would also like to suggest that
consideration should be given to providing a hard surfaced 5-a-side football pitch with perimeter fence. This
could be incorporated with basketball rings at either end.
I believe a 5-a-side football pitch, that is open to use by anybody is essential. These days it's all about getting
kids outside and playing with their friends and a hard surfaced football pitch provides this essential exercise,
besides getting them out of the house and socialising with their friends, rather than by social media.
For example, my parents live in a tiny village on the edge of the Yorkshire Dales and they have a community 5a-side football pitch and I can guarantee that every night after school, weekends and holidays, there are always
kids playing on the football pitch. We played over the Christmas holidays on the pitch every day during our 5
day stay and everyday there were different kids down there playing football. On each occasion we selected
teams based on age group, which ranged from my 5-year-old son to 14-year olds and played football for a good
hour each time. As other kids turned up or left they all joined in and it was absolutely fantastic to see all these
different kids playing football together. Kids were cycling from other local village to play on the pitch.
Whilst also living in Sheffield as a student there was a community football pitch at the end of our road (tarmac
with a high fence around) and again every night, weekends and holidays there were kids playing football or
basketball on the pitch. We joined in on several occasions.
It does not have to be state of the art, but if it was considered worthwhile and revenue was needed, then the
football pitch could be rented out to local football teams during the dark winter nights. If this was considered,
then it could be worth building nearer the car park area.
I'm convinced, based on my past experience, of the value to the community in having these football pitches
available to the local kids and firmly believe that it would be excellent money well spent. I'm not sure if there are
any grants available, but I would be more than happy to assist in any raising of funds should this not be
available to the Council. Are there funds available from local developers that could be used to provide a football
pitch?
Again not specific enough to agree or disagree with.
Further consultation on specific projects and locations is required.
Further consultation on specific projects and locations is required
Sorry I can’t understand the information here to make an informed judgement on what’s being proposed.
Again it is littered with non-specifics may might etc.
Facilities/Services requirements should be judged according to use/demand - NOT by the wishes of employed
or elected representatives.
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G).
Do you agree with the Traffic and Transport Policies? (page 13)
Answer Options
Yes
No
TT1
TT2
TT3
Comments

Response
Percent

Response
Count

75.9%
23.0%
16.0%
17.6%
6.4%

142
43
30
33
12
71
187
13

answered question
skipped question

Do you agree with the Traffic and Transport Policies? (page 13)
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%

50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

Yes

No

TT1

TT2

TT3

Comments
Surely the plan should focus on public transport?
Two points. First improve what parking areas already exist (e.g. Feast Field). Secondly, it seems incongruent to
be encouraging both car use, through parking policies, and cycling at the same time. Focussing more on policy
TT3 should mean policy TT2 is not required.
However, no reference to the serious problems of the congestion on the A65.
Need to discourage the use of cars by making it harder to park, not easier.
European traffic / clean air rules' will be impossible to achieve with increased number of cars!
I do not believe encouraging greater commuters into Horsforth to use railway links will improve anything for
Horsforth's inhabitants.
Notes on CIL:
More benches in streets for the frail to perch and rest briefly when walking and shopping.
Park warden.
WC's open in the park.
As mentioned above, is spending money on cycle routes justified to the exclusion of other priorities?
Change 'may' to 'will'.
TT3 - not to the detriment of vehicular traffic.
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Need to encourage less use of cars. Improved cycling routes certainly needed.
However, none of the policy takes account of the congestion problem, particularly the A65 at the Horsforth
roundabout which is still horrendous despite the (improvement) already made. I dread to think how much worse
2000+ dwellings will make.
Wherever cars are accommodated, you will inflate their numbers.
Wherever cards are accommodated, you will influence their numbers.
There should be greater promotion of alternative forms of transport - within developments (as TT1), not on new
sites.
TT1 and TT2 both need to be much more positive. It is imperative that new and adequate car parking is
developed URGENTLY in particular for Horsforth Station (and Apperley Bridge station car park reallocated).
Delete words 'will' and 'may' in TT1 and TT2 and replace with 'MUST'!
Stop parking on A65 throughout - this is a main trunk road, not a slalom course.
Horrendously dangerous for cycling virtually anywhere, but roads are too narrow for dedicated lanes.
No mention of the need for local bus services in areas that are currently not serviced (West End, Southway, and
Brownberrie).
Horsforth's village community would be strengthened by encouraging residents to walk more rather than drive
500 yards and park!
21/32 businesses is not a majority concern (out of 1200 businesses canvassed?)
More car parking is directly in conflict with stated intent to encourage other forms of transport.
Not sure there are any areas for car parks and parking is never hard in Horsforth.
TT1/TT2 - again underground car parks - two storeys or more - must not now be ignored for the immediate future
(due to the increasingly huge numbers of new motor cars).
All the above policies are easily agreed with as they are all very generic and non-specific, e.g. we all support new
school development and affordable housing / new public parking, BUT WHERE? It all has to be built somewhere.
Have you sent out the right stuff?
This to me is a complete waste of time - please put in layman's language - why bother with Council speak? What
are CFS1 / TT1 / BB1 etc. etc.
No more cars, more public transport.
PLEASE NO MORE CARS. Thank you.
My main concern is not parking, but the volume of through traffic that the neighbourhood has to deal with.
More parking - Town Street please.
Our local area is swamped now. Roads, schools, GP's etc. cannot cope NOW.
Free parking benefits the life of the township but many activities find the lack of spaces restrictive.
Major concern about traffic volumes on A65 at roundabout with A6120. Re-design needed for cars coming up the
A6120 to turn right onto A65. Needs another lane as lanes not wide enough.
An essential area - should be more strongly worded.
Parking provision should be managed to accommodate additional population needs only. Over-provision will
spoil the environment and encourage unsustainable use of the car.
Why is there no policy on improving traffic flow? The A65 junction with the ring road is still a nightmare at rush
hour. Thankfully Farsley and Calverley have improved.
Re CIL priorities: could some be used to provide a safe cycle route through / around Horsforth?
Will more greenbelt land be used? Though TT3 is a nice idea, to encourage people to walk and cycle, it has to be
accepted that the vast majority of people will still stick to using cars.
Sympathetic to parking issues, but this should be tackled, if possible by reducing car use.
Plenty of footpaths around Horsforth should be better maintained. Roads too narrow for cycle paths.
Traffic is at a standstill on the A65 near the new million-dollar roundabout.
The traffic is going to get much worse. The attempt to upgrade so far will not be anywhere good enough in years
to come.
More car parking is required in the New Road Side area and after 9am it is impossible to find a parking place!!
Strongly feel car use be discouraged - more attention needs to be given to improving public transport.
Still gridlock at many times on A65 / A6120.
As mentioned, student parking on footpaths is a problem around Trinity University and needs addressing as
student numbers increase. Yarnbury RFU car park is available.
More greenbelt land to be used?
These policies are incomplete and a statement of intent to write policies as opposed to policy statements.
Lack of adequate parking at the station - a huge problem for local residents. Double parking renders main roads
to single routes, e.g. St Margaret's Road.
NB. Airport link roads will INCREASE rat running through Brownberrie Lane / Scotland Lane.
To make sure that new offices have their own parking so employees don't have to park on residential roads.
Design to be sympathetic to the area of all new car parks - caution - not too many.
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Office buildings to have their own card parks, instead of parking on main roads.
How about more priority for pedestrians on Town Street, Bachelor Lane, Station Road?
1. I would like to see a cycle track in the park for all to use, I proposed this whilst a Town Councillor (1999-2001).
2. I would like to encourage all schools to suggest to parents that, where possible, children should be collected
on foot and NOT by car.
No mention in document of proposed new airport road: oppose it.
You have not put anything in this proposed acknowledgement for anyone to say they agree with it. 2 mins to get
to Horsforth roundabout normally, busy times 20 mins. Traffic is still horrendous and you're planning more
houses.
CIL Priorities:
Encouraging Recycling: what happened to our tip? It's Pudsey or Kirkstall and you're wanting less traffic on the
road.
New Youth Services: we used to have a lot of these.
Elderly Services: I am in my 60's now - I've never had any help, or my neighbour (85 year).
Non-adopted Paths: what are these?
FURTHER NOTES:
A new house was built on spare land off King George Ave and King George Road. They were allowed to take
more than was railed off at the top of King George Avenue to make a bigger garden which is a bit of an eyesore
to many and now makes it even more dangerous with a wall plus bushes being put in, making it even more
dangerous now. If you were going to help make it a better junction with Batchelor Lane could have been made
wider so cars having to park up there had more room not so someone could have a massive garden.
It's the same on most of the estates now, grass verges for dog walkers, no one else can walk on them, we don't
need them anymore. We need somewhere to park cars safely. You did it down part of the ring road, why not help
everyone to park safely? You put speed bumps up, but don't mend roads which cause damage to cars and bike
riders. I've lived in Horsforth all my life; my son has had to get somewhere to live at Headingley as Horsforth does
not cater for single men.
Emphasis should be on public transport, walking and cycling.
Only if the site is 'brown field'.
Over the last year since 'Tour de France' more cyclists are using the canal but quite often they are not
considerate to walkers.
I have noticed on the canal that cyclists are speeding and not being courteous to pedestrians.
I want to see LCC providing the infrastructure for additional housing at or before the time of building them.
Provision of infrastructure and the building of houses should coincide seamlessly.
Agree with Policies listed, but what can be done about the volume of traffic passing through Horsforth (on the ring
road and the A65)?
Is the local policy allowed to do anything about this?
Whilst I accept that traffic in Horsforth has increased massively and parking is in short supply, I would be very
nervous about developing new parking sites. It would seem to contradict policy TT3 which Objectives to
encourage people to walk or cycle. I would far rather see investment into improving walking and cycling
infrastructure than inviting more cars.
The roundabout at it is now is worse since the traffic lights were installed. Will there be a public enquiry? How
can such waste and incompetence be allowed?
Both of these policies contradict the narrative which highlights the attractive character and green spaces of
Horsforth. You cannot have your cake and eat it - either live in an attractive suburb with green space and vibrant
shopping centres OR set aside land for ugly car parks, you can't have it both ways. Also creating more parking
will encourage more driving for short trips and undermine the objectives of less car use and attractive walking
and cycling networks (TT3). The TT1 and TT2 policies should be re-worded so that it focuses on better
management of parking, (for example time restrictions on car parks to create more spaces for short stay
shoppers) which would benefit Horsforth a great deal more than another expanse of parking.
With the addition of expedited consideration to provide a rail link to the airport, to reduce traffic coming into the
area.
With regards to TT2, I accept the need for adequate parking allocation, but the emphasis should be on TT3
wherever possible - giving people the means to minimise their car use.
I think the traffic and transport problem goes beyond parking and footpaths. The issue is volume and road
inadequacy. Surely this should also be the major focus? The policies stated above are important but not the main
issues.
Again not forceful enough.
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Increased parking specifically at the train station would be welcome. I see no additional need for any further
public parking in Horsforth, which simply encourages unnecessary car use. I suggest designating a greater
proportion of available spaces to disabled users. Clearly any new developments such as schools should have
sufficient integral parking in their planning.
I am strongly opposed to the allocation of a new site for a new public car park in Horsforth.
Traffic on roads is the biggest problem in Horsforth and your policy has done nothing to address this. Nor have
any improvements to public transport links been proposed.
Increased parking at the train station would be welcome. I see no other need for additional public parking
anywhere in Horsforth. I strongly oppose the allocation of any new sites for parking
As above still a wish list
Much better that than allowing developers to build houses people cannot afford and with two or three cars in the
driveway - by providing a joke 'ghost' bus which I have never seen anyone on. Safer cycling and pleasant walking
is to be encouraged and I would agree wholeheartedly with that.
What Horsforth does not need is more cars, not for aesthetic reasons, not for air quality reasons, not if we are
trying to meet our obligations under Paris 2015. So no new public lots should be built. Instead more cycle ways,
improved buses and - why not - trams.
The prospect of a possible 2000 new homes in Horsforth alone could well mean an extra 4000 cars on the
already busy Horsforth roads. I'm not sure how this can be alleviated other than not having the homes built but
that doesn't seem to be an option.
As noted in earlier comments, there are no documented policies for the management of traffic volumes in
Horsforth, which will continue to increase through additional through traffic and that from 2,000 additional homes.

Community Infrastructure Levy Priorities
Possible Community Infrastructure Levy Priorities - please rank in importance.
Answer Options

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Rating
Average

Response
Count

Tackling litter, fly-tipping and graffiti
Encouraging recycling
Provision of street furniture and
signage
Subsidising business rates
Farmer's and other community
markets
Grant scheme for property
improvements for shops and small
businesses
Improving and providing new young
people's services / facilities
Improving and providing elderly
people's services
Improvements to non-adopted
Horsforth paths

36
28

28
16

22
17

20
19

18
27

15
21

11
11

9
16

2
5

3.63
4.36

161
160

3

10

4

12

24

34

34

15

14

5.94

150

10

8

10

8

11

10

17

23

44

6.40

141

8

13

15

17

16

21

25

27

11

5.51

153

8

10

20

26

13

17

19

36

9

5.45

158

38

28

27

24

15

7

12

7

1

3.38

159

21

39

24

24

20

21

7

2

2

3.60

160

16

11

24

13

16

15

23

21

12

5.09

151

answered question
skipped question

171
29
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Contact details and geographic response details
Address
Answer Options

Response
Percent

Response
Count

Name
Address 1
Address 2
Post Code
Email Address
Phone Number

61.5%
57.9%
52.8%
100.0%
56.9%
36.4%

120
113
103
195
111
71
195
5

answered question
skipped question
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Address
120.0%

100.0%
80.0%
60.0%
40.0%
20.0%
0.0%
Name

Address 1

Address 2

Post Code

14 respondents gave LS18 as their postcode.
88 respondents were from the LS18 4 (south Horsforth) postcode area.
92 respondents were from the LS18 5 (north Horsforth) postcode area.
This is an even geographical split.

Email
Address

Phone
Number
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Appendix 6 – Parking Study, Horsforth, Leeds

PARKING STUDY
HORSFORTH, LEEDS
Client: Horsforth Town Council

i-Transport LLP
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Park Square West
Leeds
LS1 2PW
Tel: 0113 357 1360
Fax: 0113 357 1361
www.i-transport.co.uk

i-Transport Ref: Re/LH/ITY12588-01 R Parking Study
Date: 1st June 2017
COPYRIGHT
The contents of this document must not be copied or reproduced in whole or in part without the written consent
of i-Transport LLP
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Appointment

1.1.1

i-Transport have been commissioned by Horsforth Town Council, to undertake a
parking demand study of the retail areas in Horsforth, Leeds.

1.1.2

The findings of this study will be used to provide background information to inform
the production of the Horsforth Neighbourhood Plan.

1.1.3

The purpose of the study is to identify existing levels of parking within the key retail
areas at peak times and compare these to levels of existing supply.

1.2

Survey Locations

1.2.1

To inform this process, parking beat surveys were carried out at a number of on and
off-street parking areas in the Horsforth.

1.2.2

Three key retail areas have been identified within the study area and these are
described as follows:

1.2.3

•

Area 1 – New Road/Sunnybank Avenue

•

Area 2 – Station Road area

•

Area 3 – Town centre car parks

In each of the three key retail areas, the area has been sub-divided into sections to
identify and quantify parking in discrete areas.

1.2.4

Area 1 includes the following sections, which are shown on Figure 1.1 to this report:
•

New Road Side:
Section A - Between Clarence Drive and Sunnybank Ave.
Section B - Between Sunnybank Ave and Featherbank Ave.
Section C - Between Sunnybank Ave and Rose Ave.

•

Sunnybank Avenue:
Section D (E)- Sunnybank Ave (Eastside).
Section D (W)- Sunnybank Ave (Westside).
Section E- Car Park- Featherbank Lane.

Ref: RE/LH/ITY12588-01 R Parking Study
Date: 1st June 2017
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1.2.5

Area 2 includes the following sections, which are shown on Figure 1.2 to this report:
• Station Rd Northside:
Section A- On-street parking between R/Bt and Tesco Express.
Section B- Off Street outside Tesco Express.
Section C- On- street between Brownberrie Walk and Opticians.
•

Station Rd Southside:
Section A- On-Street between R/Bt and Tesco Express.
Section B- Off Street outside Tesco Express.
Section C- On-street between Brownberrie Walk and Opticians.
Section D- Long Row Approach to R/Bt.

1.2.6

Area 3 includes the town centre car parks (shown in Figure 1.3 to this report) and
these are described as follows: •

Town Centre Car Parks:
o

Finks Hill Car Park.

o

Rear of Black Bull Car Park.

o

Crabtree Site Town Centre.

o

Maverick Car Park.

o

Adult Care Services Car Park.

Ref: RE/LH/ITY12588-01 R Parking Study
Date: 1st June 2017
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SECTION 2

METHODOLOGY

2.1

Method

2.1.1

In order to get a representative view of the levels of parking in Horsforth’s retail area,
manual parking beat surveys were carried out on both a weekday (Wednesday 3rd May
2017) and a weekend (Saturday 6th May 2017).

2.1.2

Parking beat surveys were carried out between the hours of 08:00 and 18:00 on both
survey days.

2.1.3

The volume of parked vehicles was recorded at the beginning and the end of the
survey period at each of the locations specified in Section 1. The quantum of parked
vehicles was then recorded at each of the zoned areas during hourly parking beats.

2.1.4

Any illegal parking observed (i.e. parking outside marked bays) was also noted.

Ref: RE/LH/ITY12588-01 R Parking Study
Date: 1st June 2017
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SECTION 3

SURVEY RESULTS

3.1

Area 1 - New Road/Sunnybank Avenue

3.1.1

Table 3.1 below summarises the results of the weekday parking surveys carried out in
Area 1 (New Road Side/Sunnybank Ave).
Table 3.1: Summary of Weekday parking demand in Area 1

Area 1

START

8AM

9AM

1OAM

11AM

12PM

1PM

2PM

3PM

4PM

SPM

6PM

END

CAPACITY

A

1

3

9

9

11

10

8

9

7

10

7

6

6

11

B

0

0

2

2

2

2

2+1

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

c

2

2

7

14

12

15

12

15

15

7

12

9

9

17

D (E)

8

4

5

17

17

17

15

17

15

15

15

12

12

17

D (W)

11

12

15

22

21

20

20

21

18

20

21

18

18

23

E

2

3

5

3

2

4

5

10

7

8

15

19

19

2S

*All numbers following a ‘+’ symbol are illegally parked (Data collected 03/05/17)

3.1.2

Zones A, B and D (E) all reach their full capacity at some point during the weekday
survey period, with Zone B being at full capacity for the majority of the day.

3.1.3

Zones c and D (W) are close to capacity for the majority of the midday period, but the
AM and PM periods are relatively quiet.

3.1.4

Zone E is less than 50% full until 1800, when 75% capacity is reached. Table 3.2
summarises the weekend observations.
Table 3.2: Summary of Weekend parking demand in Area 1

Area 1

START

8AM

9AM

1OAM

11AM

12PM

1PM

2PM

3PM

4PM

SPM

6PM

END

A

2

3

6

9

11

11

11+1

9

11

9

11

7

7

11

B

0

0

1

1

2

2+1

2

1

2

2

0

1

1

2

c

0

1

6

10

13

17

16

14

12

15

9

6

6

17

D (E)

10

9

13

14

16

16

17

14

15

15

12

10

10

17

D (W)

9

8

16

21

21

20

22

20

21

19

18

21

9

23

E

7

7

9

9

10

12

10

15

13

13

18

21

21

2S

*All numbers following a ‘+’ symbol are illegally parked (Data collected 06/05/17)

3.1.5

Zones A, B, c and D (E) all reach their full parking capacity at one point during the
Saturday survey. Both Zones A and B also see some additional illegal parking around
midday.

Ref: RE/LH/ITY12588-01 R Parking Study
Date: 1st June 2017
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3.1.6

Zone D (W) doesn’t reach its maximum capacity at any point in the Saturday survey.
However, it does reach 95% capacity at its busiest point (1300). This zone is less
busy during the AM and PM periods, with a number of parking spaces still free during
this

3.1.7

time.
Zone E sees more parking demand than during the weekday survey, but capacity is
still under 85% full at its busiest point (1800).

3.2

Area 2 - Station Road Area

3.2.1

Tables 3.3 and 3.4 below summarise the levels of parking observed throughout the
duration of the parking surveys in Area 2 (Station Rd).
Table 3.3: Summary of Weekday parking demand in Area 2

Area 2

START

8AM

9AM

lOAM

llAM

l2PM

lPM

2PM

3PM

4PM

SPM

6PM

END

CAPACITY

Northside
A

2

2

3

2

6

5

5

5

5

6

3

2

2

7

B

1

3

5

3

3

5

6

3

3

6

4

5

5

g

c

1

1

0

1

2

2

3

3

2

2

2

1

1

4

Southside
A

1

1

0

0

2

3

2

1

1

3

0

2

2

4

B

0

0

2

1

2

2

2

2

3

4

1

2

2

4

c

9

5

4

7

9

8

6

10

9

8

9

9

9

ll

D

2

2+1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

2+1

0

0

2

*All numbers following a A
͚ symbol are illegally parked (Data collected 03/05/17)

Northside
3.2.2

Zones A, B and c are all under 100% capacity for the entirety of the weekday survey
period. Zone B is particularly quiet, at its busiest point, only two thirds of the parking
capacity is reached.
Southside

3.2.3

Zones A and c are also both under their maximum capacity for the entirety of the
weekday survey period.

3.2.4

Zone B is relatively busy during the weekday period but only reaches 100% capacity
at 1600.

Ref: RE/LH/ITY12588-01 R Parking Study
Date: 1st June 2017
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3.2.5

Zone D reaches its capacity twice in the AM period and once in the PM. Some
additional illegal parking was also recorded during these busy periods.

Table 3.4: Summary of weekend parking demand in Area 2
Area 2

START

8AM

9AM

lOAM

llAM

l2PM

lPM

2PM

3PM

4PM

SPM

6PM

END

CAPACITY

Northside
A

o

o

4

4

4

5

3

6

2

1

6

3

3

7

B

o

2

5

4

4

7

5

6

2

1

5

3

5

g

C

1

2

o

1

2

4

1

1

1

o

4

2

2

4

Southside
A

o

o

o

o

o

4

1

2

o

o

o

o

o

4

B

o

o

2

1

2

2

2

2

4

o

2

2

2

4

C

7

6

7

7

8

6

9

6

4

4

3

6

6

ll

D

2

2+1

1

1+1

o

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

2

*All numbers following a A
͚ symbol are illegally parked (Data collected 06/05/17)

Northside
3.2.6

Zones A and B are close to their full parking capacities for the majority of the midday
period, but neither reach 1oo% at any point during the Saturday survey.

3.2.7

Zone C reaches its full capacity at two points during the Saturday survey, but outside
of these two peaks is never more than 5o% full.
Southside

3.2.8

Zones A and B also reach their full capacity at one or two points during the survey
period, but outside of these peaks, remain typically 5o% full.

3.2.9

Zone C is close to its full parking capacity for the majority of the midday period, but
Doesn’t reach 1oo% at any point during the Saturday survey.

3.2.1o Zone D reaches its maximum at numerous points throughout the day, with additional
illegal parking also observed at these times.
3.3

Area 3 - Town Centre Car Parks

3.3.1

Tables 3.5 and 3.6 below summarise the parking survey results collected from Area 3,
i.e. the Town Centre Car Parks.

Ref: RE/LH/ITY12588-o1 R Parking Study
Date: 1st June 2o17
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Table 3.S: Summary of Weekday parking in Area 3
Area 3

START

8AM

9AM

lOAM

llAM

l2PM

lPM

2PM

3PM

4PM

SPM

6PM

END

CAPACITY

A

3

3

25

60

65 + 1

65

64

63

48

43

24

26

26

6S

B

8

18

46

54 + 3

53 + 4

54 + 2

53 + 2

52 + 2

53 + 3

49 + 4

47 + 1

22 + 3

25

S4

c

2

3

9

25

25

26

24

25

23

26

15

12

12

26

5

5

4

7

6

8

7

7

8

6

5

5

5

2l

1

3

9

14

20

19

18

17 + 4

12

9

7

4

4

2l

2

3

5

3

2

4

5

10

7

8

15

19

19

2S

D
E
F

*All numbers following a A
͚ symbol are illegally parked (Data collected 03/05/17)

3.3.2

Locations A, c and E are almost at full capacity for the whole midday period, and reach
100% once or twice during the weekday survey period. Some illegal parking is
observed in Location A at 1100, and a significant amount is noted in Location E at
1400.

3.3.3

Location B is at maximum capacity from 1000-1500, with a number of vehicles parked
illegally during this time.

3.3.4

Location D is less than 40% full at all points during the weekday survey period.
Table 3.6: Summary of weekend parking in Area 3

Area 3

START

8AM

9AM

lOAM

llAM

l2PM

lPM

2PM

3PM

4PM

SPM

6PM

END

CAPACITY

A

8

14

19

39

55

63

61

65

65

51

31

21

21

6S

B

15

17

23

30 + 4

45 + 4

42 + 4

33 + 4

24 + 2

38 + 2

30

28

22

22

S4

c

5

4

8

18

22

26

26

15

23

19

10

10

10

26

D

5

6

6

6

8

8

7

8

9

6

6

5

5

2l

E

1

1

1

3

7

8

11

10

11

6

1

2

2

2l

F

7

7

9

9

10

12

10

15

13

13

18

21

21

2S

*All numbers following a A͚ symbol are illegally parked (Data collected 06/05/17)
3.3.5

Overall parking is less in demand in location 3 during the Saturday survey than was
observed during the Weekday period. Only locations A and c reach 100% capacity at
any point during this survey, both in the early afternoon.

3.3.6

Location B sees a reduction in demand, but illegal parking was still observed at this
car park.

3.3.7

Location D and E had approximately 50% of their parking spaces empty even during
their busiest periods during the Saturday survey.

Ref: RE/LH/ITY12588-01 R Parking Study
Date: 1st June 2017
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SECTION 4

ANALYSIS

4.1

Area 1 - New Road/Sunnybank Avenue

4.1.1

Area 1 has a total parking supply of 95 spaces, within the areas identified.

4.1.2

During the weekday survey, a maximum demand of 74 vehicles was recorded in Area
1 (representing 78% of total supply). During the course of a full weekday, an average
demand of 58 vehicles was recorded, representing 61% of total supply.

4.1.3

During the weekend survey, a maximum demand of 76 vehicles was recorded,
representing 80% of supply. An average of 61 vehicles was recorded, representing
64% of total supply.

4.1.4

Zones A, B and C are located within close proximity to the shops and eateries on New
Road Side. Therefore partially explaining the peaks seen around lunchtime and
evening periods, as patrons are likely to park their cars here to access these services.

4.1.5

Zones A and B were in high demand on both survey days, with some illegal parking
noted at both sites. This is likely due to their prime location directly outside the retail
services on New Road Side.

4.1.6

Zones D (E + W) are located in close proximity to a number of dwellings, offices and a
primary school. Zone E is located directly next to the offices and a number of
dwellings.

4.2

Area 2 - Station Road area

4.2.1

All zones in Area 2 are located within close proximity to a number of retail services
and restaurants.

4.2.2

Area 2 has a total parking supply of 41 spaces, within the areas identified.

4.2.3

During the weekday survey, a maximum demand of 29 vehicles was recorded across
Area 1 (representing 71% of total supply). During the course of a weekday, an average
demand of 21 vehicles was recorded, representing 51% of total supply.

4.2.4

During the weekend survey, a maximum demand of 29 vehicles was recorded,
representing 71% of supply. An average of 18 vehicles was recorded, representing
44% of total supply.

Ref: RE/LH/ITY12588-01 R Parking Study
Date: 1st June 2017
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Northside
4.2.5

Zones A and B are located next to a number of cafes/restaurants, a small supermarket,
with an ATM located outside, and a takeaway. Parking is in slightly higher demand in
the zones at the weekend, particularly in the midday period.

4.2.6

Zone C is located outside of a fish and chip shop, a tattoo studio and a hair salon.
Parking reaches max capacity on a weekend at both lunchtime and in the evening.
Southside

4.2.7

Zones A , B and C ar e nea r se v e r a l s ho ps and cafes/restaurants, and a number
of local services including a small supermarket with an ATM.

4.2.8

Demand for these parking spaces increases on the weekends, in Zones A and B, again
during lunchtime and evening periods.

4.2.9

Zone C however sees a drop-in demand on the weekend, possibly due to its location
being slightly further away from the services described above.

4.2.10 Zone D is located next to a pub, newsagents, barbers, estate agents and beauty salon.
This zone is over capacity on both weekdays and weekends, especially in the AM and
PM peaks, with some illegal parking noted in this area also.
4.3

Area 3 - Town Centre Car Parks

4.3.1

Area 3, i.e. the town centre car parks, has a total parking supply of 187 spaces, within
the locations identified.

4.3.2

During the weekday survey, a maximum demand of 170 vehicles was recorded across
Area 1 (representing 91% of total supply). During the course of a weekday, an average
demand of 111 vehicles was recorded, representing 59% of total supply.

4.3.3

During the weekend survey, a maximum demand of 151 vehicles was recorded,
representing 81% of supply. An average of 96 vehicles was recorded, representing
51% of total supply.

Ref: RE/LH/ITY12588-01 R Parking Study
Date: 1st June 2017
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4.3.4

Location A is a large car park located on the edge of Horsforth Town Centre, directly
next to Horsforth Hall Park and Cricket Ground. This area is equally busy on a weekday
and weekend, with 100% capacity reached a number of times and some illegal parking
also being noted.

4.3.5

Due to Location A s size and ease of access from the A6120 it is likely that both users
heading towards Horsforth Town Centre and Horsforth Hall Park are likely to use this
facility, hence its high levels of capacity throughout both survey days.

4.3.6

Location B is also a relatively large car park, located directly behind Town Street. This
car park is in very high demand during the weekday, especially during office hours
(09:00-18:00). This is likely due to its prime location for both those working in retail
units in the town centre a number of offices along New St and Stoneythorpe.

4.3.7

Locations C and D are located in the centre of Horsforth s retail area. Others are
located in very close proximity to the retail units on Town St as well as the large
Morrison’s Supermarket.

4.3.8

Location C is in high demand during both the weekday and weekend surveys,
especially during the midday peak, with customers likely to use this car park to access
the main shopping area, as it is visible from Town St itself and is clearly sign posted.

4.3.9

Location D is never more than 45% full at any point during the weekday and weekend
survey periods. This is likely since this car park is located towards the end of the retail
area and is ͚ hidden so cannot be seen from Town Street itself, nor is it signposted. In
addition to this Location D is a pay and display car park. Meanwhile Locations A, B and
C are all free, so customers accessing Horsforth centre are more
likely to fill these first.

4.3.10 Location E is located further out of the town centre, next to the site of what was
previously the Adult Care Services Centre. It is also located near Horsforth School and
St. Margaret s Church. It is clear from the survey data that the majority of users park
here to access Horsforth School, as parking peaks at 2pm and the school day finishes
at 2:50pm. At this point, parking has reached 100% capacity with a number of illegally
parked cars (mainly taxis) in this area. After this demand
reduces dramatically.

Ref: RE/LH/ITY12588-01 R Parking Study
Date: 1st June 2017
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4.3.11 Parking in Location E is in very low demand on a Saturday, with the car park not
exceeding 52% of its capacity. This again supports the idea that this area is mainly
used for pupils of the school.
4.4

Overall Demand

4.4.1

The total supply of parking within the study area was 323 spaces.

4.4.2

During a weekday survey, the highest total level of demand across the full study area
was during the 1400-1500 period, when 269 vehicles were parked (83% of supply).

4.4.3

During a weekend survey, the highest total level of demand across the full study area
was during the 1200-1300 period, when 259 vehicles were parked (80% of supply).

Ref: RE/LH/ITY12588-01 R Parking Study
Date: 1st June 2017
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Appendix; Parking Study – Figures
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Appendix 7 –
Horsforth Civic Society Submission comments on shop fronts and shop lighting
Notes on Shop front signage and lighting in respect of policy within proposed Horsforth Neighbourhood Plan.

Signage
Compatible with the character of the street scene.
Avoiding
Inappropriate colours
Over size
Over projection off the face of the building
“A” frames / boards
Hanging or other banners – both temporary or longer term items
Canopies – relating to pedestrian walkway width and rain run off
Also
Appropriate advertising messages, but shop signage should be more about naming than promotion.
Shop signage should include property number e.g. 124a New Road Side
Vacant premises advertising should be in keeping with the street scene.

Lighting
Compatible with the building character.
Avoiding
Flashing, moving or action signs e.g. rolling texts
Exposed light sources
Excessive spillage of light
Inappropriate colour
Over intensity
Considering
Casting of shadows
Preference for internally lit signs
Light direction (which way the lights are pointing)

Horsforth Civic Society Committee
28th April 2016
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Appendix 8 – Consultee letter and Responses

Horsforth Town Council, Mechanics Institute, Town Street, Horsforth, Leeds LS18 5BL

** February 2017
*Recipient name and address

Dear Sirs
NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN FOR HORSFORTH, LEEDS
I am writing on behalf of Horsforth Town Council to let you know that we are in the process of preparing a
neighbourhood plan for the town area. Please find attached a copy of a map showing the location of the designated
neighbourhood area.
Our pre-submission draft neighbourhood plan can be seen at the following link.
The link will take you to three documents; the Plan, the Statement of Consultation and the Basic Conditions
Statement.
The plan has been the subject of community consultation and we feel the draft plan reflects community aspirations
for Horsforth. We are, however, mindful of your interests in Horsforth and so we would like to invite you to
comment on the contents by # February 2017.
The intention of the Town Council is to seek your informal views in order to ensure we are heading in the right
direction before finalising the draft version of the neighbourhood plan. The draft version will then be the subject of
the formal Regulation 14 consultation later this year. At this time we will seek your views on the final draft version of
the plan before it is formally submitted to Leeds City Council.
If you would like to discuss the policies and proposals in the Plan, please may I ask you to make contact with Cllr
Martin Hughes, who is leading the Plan’s preparation. He can be contacted on mobile: 07976 916166 or email:
martinhughes@horsforthtowncouncil.gov.uk
I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours faithfully

Julie Sou
Acting Clerk, Horsforth Town Council
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Resolving the impacts of mining

Coal Authority

T

200 Lichfield Lane

T
+44(0)1623 637000
www.gov.uk/coalauthori
ty

Mansfield
Nottinghamshire

0345 762 6848

NG18 4RG
Ms J Sou
Acting Clerk, Horsforth Town Council
BY EMAIL ONLY: admin@horsforthtowncouncil.gov.uk
9 March 2017

Dear Ms Sou
Horsforth Neighbourhood Plan – Pre-Submission Draft
Thank you for the notification of the 16 February 2017 consulting The Coal Authority on the above
NDP.
The Coal Authority is a non-departmental public body which works to protect the public and the
environment in coal mining areas. Our statutory role in the planning system is to provide advice
about new development in the coalfield areas and also protect coal resources from unnecessary
sterilisation by encouraging their extraction, where practical, prior to the permanent surface
development commencing.
As you will be aware the Neighbourhood Plan area lies within the current defined coalfield.
According to the Coal Authority Development High Risk Area Plans, there are recorded risks from
past coal mining activity in the form of 23 recorded mine entries and likely historic unrecorded
coal mine workings at shallow depth. If the Neighbourhood Plan allocates sites for future
development in these areas then consideration as to the development will need to respond to
these risks to surface stability in accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework and the
Leeds City Council Development Plan. In addition any allocations on the surface coal resource will
need to consider the impacts of mineral sterilisation in accordance with the National Planning
Policy Framework and the Leeds City Council Development Plan.
In accordance with the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012 (as amended) please
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continue to consult The Coal Authority on planning matters using the specific email address of
planningconsultation@coal.gov.uk.
The Coal Authority wishes the Neighbourhood Plan team every success with the preparation of
the Neighbourhood Plan.
Yours sincerely

Mark Harrison
Mark Harrison BA(Hons), DipTP, LLM, MInstLM, MRTPI
Principal Manager
T 01623 637 119
E planningconsultation@coal.gov.uk
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